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Yuuuuuuccckk! 
UNHstudentAndreaTomlinsonsortsoutthe garbageshegenerated 
over the past 4 days. She and the others who participated found 
that most of their garbage could be recyked into good stuff cheap! 
(Mike Pa,mham, photo) 
' ' 
McCabe/Elek • Will 
By Neal McCarthy 
By a decisive margin, Brian 
McCabe and Ann-Marie Elek were 
elected Student Body President 
and Vice President-elect early 
yesterday morning, capturing 57% 
of the 2500 votes cast. They will 
officially take over the reins and 
full responsibiiities on May 1. 
Their · closest opponent, the 
Dalton/Varn~yteam, received just 
over 29% of the vote, while the 
Spartichino /Seale ticket rounded 
off the election receiving 12.5%. 
"We're both elated about the 
outcome," said McCabe. "It's 
fantastic to get this much support 
and to have avoided a possible 
run-off." 
"I'm still in shock," added 
Elek. 
According to McCabe and 
Elek, the key to their successful 
campaign was to g~t out and meet~ 
as many people as possible and 
share their ideas with the student 
- body. Elek said they formulated a 
"realistic" platform which was 
based on "the students' wants and 
needs." 
McCabe continued saying, 
"the students' best interests were 
represented in our platform, and 
we really feel that we can get them 
accorn plished ." 
Both McCabe and Elek said 
they are relieved that their 'long 
and tiring' campaign is over. 
However, they're also ready to 
Brian McCabe and Anne-Marie Elek. Big winners in the SBP/SBVP 
race. The two will assume office May 1. (File photo) 
start "doing" what is on their 
platform instead of just "telling" 
people about it. 
According to McCabe/Elek, 
there are so many things that have 
to start immediately in order to 
make headway. A booklet 
concerning the advising system 
where all stud en ts can get the same 
sound advice on policies and 
procedures will hopefully be 
completed before students return 
in the fall, said both McCabe and 
Elek. 
The two would also like 
stud~nts to take initiative 
concerningthetownzoning. They 
would like to get students 
registered in Durham before 
leaving for the summer and 
hopefullybringupforamendment 
a recent zoning decision 
concerning future student 
housing. 
The tuition increases, a full-
time UNH student trustee in 
Concord, and parking are also 
among their top priorities. 
SBP/SBVP, PAGE 8 
Budget cuts to . affect non-academic programs 
By Birger Dahl 
In the next couple of weeks 
UNH administrators will decide 
how to deal with the budget cuts 
handed down by the state for next 
year. 
State appropriations to the 
university have been cut by 7.5 
percent for next year. The 
administration is currently 
making plans to consolidate non-
academic programs. 
David Watters, a member of 
· the financial planning-committee 
and an associate professor of 
English, said that some plans for 
consolidating have already been 
made. 
Because they involve cuts in 
staff, these decisions won't be 
made public for a couple of weeks, 
said Watters. However, UNH 
should expect cuts in athletics, 
academic support programs and 
work-study programs, he added. 
No academic faculty will be 
cut because of these 
consolidations, Watters 
emphasized. He added that 
professors' salaries and library 
funds would be protected and 
increased. 
"The grass won't get cut. The 
trash won't get picked up," said 
Watters, but academic programs 
will be protected. 
Maintenance and special 
services will be hardest hit. Due to 
budget cuts that came during this 
year, special measures have been 
taken to save suppli~s, said Patrick 
Miller, associate vice president in 
. charge of facilities. But Miller said 
that next year will be worse. 
Becauseofa lackoffunds, the · 
university is short on electricians, 
plumbers and ground 
maintenance people, Miller said. 
Building maintenance staff 
said they have orders to save on 
supplies. Theycannotreplacesuch 
things as toilet paper unless it's 
absolutely necessary. 
The university has 300 
vehicles, including police, 
maintenance and Kari-Van 
vehicles, as well as vehicles for 
student groups and faculty 
business. 
Some of the vehicles have not 
passed inspection, said Shirley 
Hamil ton, director of 
transportation services. Because 
of budget cuts they probably won't 
be repaired for a while. 
Hamilton said she is short on 
help and money for parts to repair 
machinery. No new vehicles can 
be bought: 
Academic programs have 
also been hurt by the recent budget 
problems. 
Senate to be evaluated 
By Neal McCarthy 
The results of two referendum 
questions that accompanied the 
SBP /SBVP ballot revealed mixed 
emotions towards the structure of 
the student semite, and a clear-cut 
malority favoring the elections of 
members of the MUB' s Board of 
Governors. 
The first referendum question 
asked if students felt the student 
senate adequately and effectively 
represents them. Just under 29 
percent of the 2,500 students who 
voted said 'yes', while 39 percent 
said 'no'. Nearfy32percentofthe 
respondents · checked 'I don't 
know'. 
"I'm surprised it was this 
close," said Student Body 
President Mike Desmarais. 
. Desmarais said he thought the 
majority would have said the 
senate does not effectively 
REFERENDUM, PAGE 10 
67 percent of all English 
department courses are taught by 
part-time or temporary help, said 
Karl Diller, professor of English. 
This is because the department 
can't afford to pay for full-time 
employees. 
Diller is leading a drive to 
unionize faculty through 
collective bargaining. 
One goal of the program is to 
increase professors' salaries. With 
thegxception of the University of 
Maine, UNH professors are paid 
the lowest salaries of any 
professors at New England state 
universities. 
The administration made 
BUDGET, PAGE 13 
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Judge$. ~an ·order local 
· · ·govt~. · to raise taxes 
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U.S. trade deficit 
plunged in Feb. 
Washington-The Supreme Court Wednesday ruled •Washington - The United Sates trade deficit took an 
that -Federal judges may order local governments to unexpectedly sharp fall in February, the Commerce De-
increase tctxes_to remedy constitutional violations like . partment said yesterday. AT $6.49 billion, it is the smallest 
school segregation. The 5-to-4 decision came in a long gap between imports and exports in , more than six years. 
running desegreg~tion case from Kansas City, Mo. It . Administration officials hailed tb.e report, which showed 
broke-new ground for the County, affirming a broad · the smallest monthly trade imbalance for the United States 
view of the power ofFederal judges to take active roles since the $5.68 billion in December 1983 and refl~cted 
· in.the,management of institutions and activities tradi- impressive gains with many trading partners. 
tionally within. the domain of states and localities. 
Possession-of child 
_porn ruled illegal 
Washington - Carving out ari exception tq the right to 
_vi_ew ob_scehe'rnaterial in private, the Supreme Court 
. held yesterday that states can make it a crime top 
· possess p~rnographic photographs of children. The 
6-to-3 ruli_ng permits prosecution of those who own or 
v:~ew such ~aterial even in their homes. 
Short-range missile . 
plans scrapped 
Washington - The Bush Administration is abandoning 
plans to deploy new short range nuclear missiles in West 
Germany, American officials said. The Unites States had 
pressed for the new missile, intended to replace the aging 
Lance model, de§pite strong opposition from Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl. But Administration officials said of the old 
policy had been rendered obsolete by politiq1l develop-
ments in Europe and at home. 
' ' 
NY City waters · 
improving-slo.wly 
New York- After spending billions of dollars in the 
last 20 years, New Yo~k City has made large strjcies 
toward cleaning up its polluted waterways. But 
daunting problems have to be overcome before New · 
Yorkers can safely swim at most beaches and eat fish 
from local wqters. As a result, New York waters have 
more life-giving oxygen than they have had in over 80 
years. 
AT & T defends 
lack of support for 
Planned Parenthood 
Los Angeles-The chairman of A.T.&T. yesterday de-
. fended his company's decision to withdraw support 
from Planned Parenthood's teen-age pregnancy pre-
vention programs, ·saying it did so because of the 
organization's advocacy of abortion rights. TheA.T.&T. 
Foundation announced last month that it would end 25 
years of support for programs to prevent teen-age . 
pregnancy of Planned Parenthood. The decision to 
eliminate the $50,000 annual donation came after a 
letter-writing campaign and threat of a boycott by anti-
abortion :groups. 
TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY AND VAf.lJES (TSV) MINOR 
CMN 455 Intro to Mass Communication 
.. 01 . TR 3:40-5 Parsons L 101 ·: -Beverly James 
· 02 TH 3:40-5 Parsons L 101 Beverly James 
Econ 698 The ·international Transfer of. Technology 
. -01 MWF 1:10-2 McConnell 21 . Marc Herold 
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· : .. 01 TR 11:10-1-2:30 James 303 Bob Croker 
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02 T 6:10-9 PM Ham-Smith 216 
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01 R 3:40~6:30 James 106 staff 
Philosphy 424 .Sci-ence, Technology, and Society 
01 MWF 10:10-11 · Ham-Smith 19 Val Dusek 
02 MWF 3:10-4 Ham-Smith 19- Val Dusek 
., Philosphy 447 Computer Power and Human Reason 
01 MWF 11:10-12 





03 TR 11:10-12:30 Ham-Smith 41 staff 
. . 
· Technology 583 Technological Systems 
01 MWF 1 :1-0-2 R 4:1 Q~5 Kingsbury 251 Alden Winn 
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Interim President Gus Kinnear gets a little help planting a white fir 
on the T-Hall lawn yesterday (Mike Parnham, photo) 
Franson "doing 
fine" after fall 
By Melissa Bane 
UNH student John Franson, 
who suffered from severe injuries 
following a four-story fall from 
Congreve Hall on February 24, 
has plans to return to school in the 
fall of 1990. 
According to Franson' s father 
Dennis, Franson is doing fine 
following his discharge last week 
from the New England _ 
Rehabilitation Hospital in 
Woburn, Mass. 
Franson was discharged after 
treatment for a neck fracture. He 
will still 'return to the hospital a 
few hours every week as an · 
outpatient. 
Franson's father called his 
son's recovery "a blessing" and 
commended the strong support of 
his son's friends and floormates. 
"Many have kept in contact 
regularly, and some even stopped 
in on their way home spring 
break," said Dennis. · "They've 
been very supportive." · 
Franson will have to reapply 
to the university next fall, but the 
application is mainly procedural, 
said Dennis. 
Barbara Stochlinski, 
floormate and friend of Franson, 
has kept in contact with him and 
said he is much better. She 
expressed hope to see Franson 
back next fall. · 
~ NOTHING TO . DO? 
~~4YOU! 
A STUDENT ACTIVITIES HOTLINE 
-fllse this 24 fwur fwtune for 
inf onnation on c{u6 meetings~ 
Events include: Earth Day A9tivities 6 
SprinKWeek ,t, 
· Little Sibs weekend ii 
,,-,'Residence Hall Week~ 
Stabber gets max sentence 
Brown coula serve 15 years in jail 
By Carolina Mata 
Gary Brown of Merrimack 
was sentenced to serve seven and 
a half to 15 years, the maximum 
penalty, in New Hampshire state 
prisons Monday. Brown was 
found guilty of the September 11, 
1989 stabbing of UNH freshman 
Mary Jackson. 
The court recommended 
and a half years with good behav-
ior, according to the Strafford 
County Superior Court clerk. 
"I am relieved that it's over," 
said Jackson. '1'm pleased with 
the maximum sentence." 
In his defense, Brown claimed 
that he was on steroids for several 
weeks before the stabbing and that · 
steroids have been found to cause 
Brown to a state correctional aggressive behavior in users. 
facility on the conditions of parole Originally, Brown was facing 
and restitution for all uncovered a charge of attempted murder 
losses incurred ·by Jackson 'upon 
his release. 
With these conditions, Brown 
will be eligible for parole in_ seven 
along with the · charg~ of first-
degree assault. The charge of 
attempted murder was dropped 
after Brown's attorney, Paul 
Twomey, argued that at 200 
"~} P?unds, Brown could have easi!y 
~~, . killed 98-pound Jackson by sht-
ting her throat or stabbing her in 
the chest if he had wanted _to. 
At the time of the stabbing, 
Brown . was at UNH visiting 
Jackson, his girlfriend at the time. 
Jackson, also of Merrimack, 
apparently broke off the 
relationship with Brown in a 
conversation outside of Devine 
Hall where the stabbing occurred. 
Jackson was stabbed 12 times, 
sustained lacerations on her face, 
neck, legs and arms, and lost one-
third of her blood. 
Brown's attorney could not 
be reached for comment. 
Jackson said thatthehelpand 
support of the UNH community, 
including students, faculty and 
police, got her through the ordeal. 
l\'~tJ> Trees and trash celebrated 
~ ~} ' 
By Michelle Adam 
Interim President Gus 
Kinnear planted two white firs, 
the first of 750 that will b_e planted 
over the -weekend, at the Earth 
Day free :·planting ceremony 
yesterday afternoon. 
In addition, 20 of the 
approximately 50 people that 
attended the ceremony brought 
the trash they have created and 
carried for the past four days to 
raise awareness about the amount 
. of waste individuals can generate. 
Christina Cundari, a member 
of the tree planting committee and 
a speaker at the ceremony, said 
that the committee collected over 
$1000 from dorm residents for 
purchasing trees. 
Th~ committee wrote letters 
to New England nurseries and . 
received 750 trees of over 40 
· different species from them, said 
Cundari. 
According to Cundari, _the 
trees, which are mostly indigenous 
~ORDER~ 
YOURS NOW! 
Whittemore School of 
Business sweatshirts. Gray 
w/ blue lettering. large & 
X-Large'. $20 deposit w/ 
order --$15 upon delivery. 
See LeeAnn in Devine 222 
for details. Great gifts for 











species, will be planted in 
naturalized areas such as the 
ravine behind the MUB and the 
barren spots on 'campus with low 
vegetation. 
"Planting a tree is.a symbolic 
act. It symbolizes the university 
community's renewed 
commitment to the preservation 
and protection of the 
environment," said Kinnear in his 
speech. , 
Kinnear reconfirmed his 
intentions to dean up College 
Brook and strengthen 
environmental science research 
and teaching. 
Also at the ceremony, the 
Students for University Recycling 
awarded students Bill Burget"q.rtd 
Cathleen Adams $500 
Environmental education 
scholarships. 
1The students who brought 
trash emptied it _ into separate 
barrels of aluminum, glass, white 
paper, HDT plastic, cardboard and 
non-recyclable materials. 
Ellen Alpiner, coordinator of 
the recycling project and ceremony 
speaker, said that 20 percent of the 
one million aluminum cans on 
campus have been recovered since 
November. 
"It is a fraction of all of the 
material that exists on campus," 
said Alpiner. 
Freshman Chris McCafferty, 
who brought his trash to the 
ceremony, said he was hoping to 
make a poirit cf how much trash a 
person-uses in a.day. 
He said that most New 
England schools have a very 
comprehensive· (recycling) 
program. "On our campus, only 
boxesforaluminurnareavailable," 
said McCafferty. 
McCafferty said that in order 
for UNH to adapt a co~prehensive 
recycling program, more student 
support is needed. "Money is not 
going to be there unless we show 
concern," he said. 
These crazy kids were caught romping on the MUB lawn as they wer 
racing towards a huge, ten-foot high Hershey bar that was just out o 
the picture frame." They could almost taste it. (Ben Frazier, photo) 
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, __ .. ~flit.ant~. promise to 
> . -~:- ·free hostages 
Paris - A pro-Iranain group believed to be 
holding three American hostages in Beirut said 
yesterday that it would release one of them within 24 
hours. The group, the Islamic Holy War. for ,the . 
Liberation of Palestine, said it was acting in response to 
. "urgent appeals by officials of the Islapiic Rep?blic-of 
Iran for a good-will initiative iri order to close ,the 
hostage file." Nothing as of yet has been heard. 
Soviets cut main oil 
. _.p_ipeline to Lithuania 
Moscow -After a confusing day o.f threats and 
·· denials, tithuania reported Wednesday night that the 
Soviet authorities had cut off the principle supply of oil 
to the republic as part of the Kremlin's campaign to 
force Lithuania to retreat from its declaration of inde-
pendence. The Lithuanian information office said the 
' pipeline·supplyof crude oil tp Mazeikiai refinery in the 
northwest part·ofthe republic-was cut off at ·9:30 P.M. 
Vilnius time, five minutes after notice was telephoned 
• . to·thepl~nt.in the name of Kremlin officials. : 
1 <I'_,., , ' ,i.., 
,_.., ....... w ... ...__, omu 
Being arrested for drunk 
driving is very ex~. After 
adding ·attorney fees ·anct the 
· -, ., -increued cost of auto insurance 
.. after a drunk driving arrest. Cony 
· . High School students figured it 
would cost a minimum of 
$3.260 tor an OUI conviction . 
. _....,.is .alistot~you 
can buy.~th. $3,260. · 
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15 killed· on· 
Beirut schoolbus · 
. Beirut; Leben on (AP)-A rifle-fired grenade slammed 
into a school bus and exploded Wednesday during Chris..: 
tian factional fighting, killing 11 schoolchildren and at least 
four other people, ""'.itnesses said. A place spokesman said 
the bus was hit while crossing into Christian East Beirut in 
the afternoon. He said it was bringing children back from 
schoo~ in southern Beirut, on the Muslim ~ide of the so-
called Green Line dividing the city, when the grenade 
ignited the fuel tank 
· Court orders settlers to 
leave Jerusalem site 
Jerusalem -An eviction notice ordering 150 Jewish 
settlers occupying buildings in the Old City's Christian 
quarter to evacuate them by nine this morning was ap-
proved overnight by Israel's High court. On Monday night 
the group reversed its original declaration, made when its 
members moved into the buildings on April 11, that they 
were pilgrims reclaiming property owned by Jews in the 
. 192P's. 
• , : • t 
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Tense days· for Nepal 
_ · Katina-ndu, Nepal ;.; The World Bank a_nd sev..: 
eral nations that give aid• to Nepal' warned ; aides to'' · ' 
King_ Birendra)ast month that financial help for this 
impoverished kingdom could be jeopardized if the 
King failed to respond to the pro-democracy-move- , 
rnent that has since started to take power, officials here 
say.· The pro-democracy agitation, led by the Nepalese 
Congress Party and a Communist coalition, induded 
a -surge of popular unrest and street marches that 
peaked 12 days ago, and won an end to Nepal's 30.:. 
year ban on political activity, declared by King Biren-
dra on April 8. 
British customs . 
halted gun for Iraq 
. London (AP) - The British Government. ~.aid "• 
.Wednesday that. i_t was convinced that Iraq was at-
tempting to build a giant gun but that British customs 
officers set back the project by siezing eight steel tubes ,· 
last week. The Iraqi Government and the manufac-
turer, Sheffield Forgemanters, have insisted the tubes 
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Little sibs to invade campus 
Carnival, ·marathon of movies highlight weekend 
By Stacy Kendall 
The third annual Little Sibs 
Weekend gets underway tonight 
with a game of "Sibling Simon 
Says" at Stoke Hall at 8 pm, 
followed by a · weekend full of 
exciting events. 
Little Sibs Weekend, 
sponsored by the Inter-Residence 
Organization, isa way of bringing 
younger brothers and sisters of 
UNH students together for a fun 
weekend. 
"There will be siblings here 
ranging in age from ,three to 17," 
according to program chairperson 
Kathy Blenk, as well as "a range of 
activities to interest everyone." 
Younger siblings can try some 
fingerpaintingwhileoldersiblings 
can join in on the tie-dye party and 
create their own shirts. Disney 
movies will be offered for younger · 
vi~wers while others may choose 
to get spooked with a marathon of 
horror movies. 
The highlight of the weekend 
events is a carnival on Saturday at 
1 pm on the lawn of Smith,Hall, 
where activities will include prize 
booths, games, refreshments, an~ 
a magician. 
On Sunday, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon is sponsoring a barbecue 
and volleyball game on their lawn 
from 11 am-2 pm. This is a perfect 
opportunity for siblings to join in 
some friendly competition. 
"I expect that there will be a 
very good turnout," said Blenk. 
"It should be a good weekend -
we have planned ,more events 
than in past years, so everyone 
can get involved." 
Single student-parents 
face extra challenge 
~nd . added responsibli ty 
By Jtll Delameter is one problem, she said. . . 
While many students come "Even thought they're eager throug~o~t _the university, 
home from classes to change TV to help, I usually leave the office Travagltom said. . , 
channels, there is one group of withasmuchknowledgeaswhen Why_ then, don t. these 
students who come home to I came in," Turner said. students implement their own 
change diapers. . Lara, who has two children, programs_? U~fortunately, it's a 
Getting through college can believes the university needs a catch-22~ituahon.Inordertohelp 
be difficult for everyone, but it is program just for single parents. deal w1t_h the unex~ected 
especially hard for singie parents. "We don't want a pity party," she expenses, illnesses and crises of . 
"Sometimes I feel like there's said .. "Activities like going to parenthood, these students need 
nowhere to turn. Half the time I children's museums and such a program. Yet, those crises 
.,don't even know what questions information sharing meetings are taking up the extra time they 
to ask," said Lara, a single mother would work." would have to devote to getting 
~honowhasto,dropoutofschool Without that· connecting orga~~:\vo~ld like to see t:he·. 
}Ust th.re:e , .co'Qrs..e~ ,.-,s.})y . of ,Jhread.to the uni;ve.rsity, .students ,,--~.-·· . . . . . . , _ . _ , 
~graduation due to financial who double as parents often feel u_mvers1tyshowsomecon'Cemfor 
P
roblems '· '· - . . . · ' · · ' ·· e - •· • - ··•· .•• ,, ·• •1, ·t~. d. ··· ,,,,.n!.. · , "t·h· , ~ ,~t ·· a···., 't"' • ~- , .smgle --- ... paren ts. , .We ., .a.re a • 1so a e . _vuce o er s u en s m . ·) . · . . ~, 
The Returning Student my c. lasses f' d t I' Id population that is dwmdlmg, m ou m o er, T , 'd If h . . . . 
Services Center (previously the there;s a definite wall,"Lara said. u~nersa1 . t .eu~ivers1tywere 
Non-Traditional Student Center) Leslie Travaglioni, another to implement a Smgle pare~t 
serves students over 24 years old. student/parent, also believes that program, everyone would benefit 
According to the program a peer group would help single 111 th~ lon~ run, she added. . 
coordinator Maggie Morrison, parentsfeelmoreconnected:tothe . Un~il then, t~ese wome~ 
"the service provides a staff that university. She said that having will co~tmue dropping out until 
tan help connect non-traditional such a program would create a net ther~ will no longer be a problem 
students to resources and help that would keep single parents of smg,~e-head-of-_hou~,ehold 
with problem solving." from having to drop out of school parents, Turner said. When 
But sometimes the center just by providing potential sources of these students are ~ot. able to 
isn't enough, says 'single parent day care and financial aid. Single support themselve_s, I~ will ~e the 
Nancy Turner. The fact that most parents don't have time to go tax paye;, .that will mhent the 
of the staff members are students · searching for these services problem. 
ll?mroN = tripe 
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Work/Study abroad programs.Int'! 
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ISSUED ON THE SPOT! 
FREE Student Travel Catalog 
ndl Travel 
Boston Harvard SQ · MIT 
166-19i6 497-1497 115-1555 
Monday, April 23 
Spanish Film Series - "The Nest." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 
4 p.m., $1. 
Video Presentation - "Meet the Abortion Providers," revealing the 
startling truth behind the doors of the abortion industry. Ex-abortion 
providers tell their stories. Sponsored by LIFE (Life is for Everyone). 
Room 4, Hoi:on, 7 p.m. · 
Faculty Lecture Series - "Sexually Abusive Fathers" Redefining the 
Stereotype, Linda Williams, Research Associate Professor of Family 
Research. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 24 
·women's Studies Video Series - "No Longer Silent." Documentary 
deals with struggle for justice and equality of Indian women, abor-
tion, health care, & bride burning. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, 
MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
Discussion - "Europe 1992," brief presentation by delegate to U.S. 
Naval Academy Foreign Affairs Conference, followed by group dis-
cussion. Fo·rum Room, Dimond Library, 12:30 to.2 p.ml. 
Spanish Films Series - ''The Nest." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 
7 p.m.,$1 
Friday, April -20 
UNH Pride Day- All students, faculty and staff are encouraged to 
take pride in. the UNH community by participating in clean-up 
projects around your dorm, office, or building. Details will be 
provided by the Pride Day Committee. 
Earth Day Environmental Art Show -Hillsborough/SuUivan Room, 
MUB, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
University Museum Opening - Dedication to Philip Wilcox .. Third 
floor, Thompson Hall; 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Information: 862-1081. 
MUB Job Fair - Information and applications for fall employment 
opportunities in the MUB. MUB balcony, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m:. 
· Open House - "Earth and the Environment: Research at UNH , 
Ranging from a Local to a Global Perspective." Poster display and 
open house. Science/Engin~ring Building, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. with 
offi~ial remarks at 1 :30 p.m. ' 
Smith Hall International Fiesta - Celebrate Earth .Day on an' inter- '.. 
national le~el with displays, games, native foods, a European Cafe, ' 
music, and·vendors representing countries from around the :world. : · 
Smith Hall, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. , - , . , , 
Blood Drive -Granite State Room, MUB,.noon to 5 p.m. _ 
· Gay, Lesbian and Bis.exual Awareness Week - Second. showin:g:: of 
"Torch Song Trilogy," Carroll Room, MUB, noon. . : , : 
Ben Thompson's Birthday Celebration - Celebrate campus forefa- : 
ther Ben Thompson's birthday on Thompson Hall lawn with cake : 
and remarks by Interim President Kinnear at 1 p.m. ' 
Environmental Film Night - "Peacock's War" and ''F<:>r. Earth's .: 
Sake." Room 101, Parsons, 7 p.m. 
. ·cay~ Lesbian and Bis~xµal Awareness Week-Wes: performing"art~· ,: 
· 'ist, Niche--Coffee-House, Devine hall~ 8 p.m: • - 0 ... -·, - • 
'~ , 
Saturday, April 21 _ 
Comet-Watching · Session _- Benjamin Hersh, director of UNH. 
Observatory, will help locate Come\ A:~sti~, (weather permittins>: _· 
Field behind UNH' s Kingman Farm, 4·a.rri. to sunrise. Information: 
862-1950 
Environmental Expo - Exhibits, infor~atioh tab}e~, produce sales~ · 
workshops & demonstrations from. non-profit environmenl'al 
groups, student organizations & local ecologically conscious com-
panies. Lectures & discussions throughout day. Snively Arena, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Recycled Clothing Sale / Earth Day - Bring clothes an;d buy new 
ones cheap. Proceeds go to preserving tropical rainforests and . 
educating children on environmental issues. Snively Arena, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Call Amy, 862-2148 if interested in helping. 
Men's Baseball - vs. Northeastern-2, 1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse - vs. Yale, 3 p.m. 
Earth Day Folk Concert - Enjoy music of several folk musicians. 
Sponsored by UNH Earth Day Coalition. Field House, 7-11 p.m. 
NH Outing Club Camp out - Sleep out in Boulder Field for a night 
of star gazing and wake up outdoors on Earth Day! Observatory 
· open foruseoftheirtelescopeinconjunction with camp out. Infor-
mation NHOC 862-2145. 
Sunday, April 22 
Earth Day! - Outdoor adventures throughout day. Information: 
862-3542. Earth Day Birthday at Odiorne Point State Park, Informa-
tion: 749-1565; Campus:::wide tree planting project; Pride Day 
Clean Up Projects. Closing Day Ceremony - Celebration and 
speak-out, East-We~t Park, behind MUB, 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
Men's Baseball - vs. Northeastern, 1 p.m. 
MUSO Film - "Young Frankenstein." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 
9:30 . 
If you would like to place a calender listing cont_act Student. Activities., 862-1524 
' I I\ I ~ '. '\ I ) \ , ' 
', ,, ,, ,, ,, 
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Do you think that the new affirmative action plan will be 
beneficial? 
.··.:; : .:❖ - ' ,• • .. ,:{;:::::::• • . ••.•. ..·.•.;.: •• : .. -..... • 
"I feel that it may help add to th'e 
diversity on this campus, but in my 
opinion affirmative action is not the 




"If diversity is needed, there are 
other less discriminating ways to 





· "I think the diversity plan is a good 
idea as long as those minority groups 
meet the university requirements. I 




Can You Believe It? 
Sunday, May 13, 1990 
8:00 pm 
UNH Fieldhouse 
"Diversity is needed on this campus, 




Tickets on Sale April 24, fO:OOam 
· Presented by Scope 
... . of Course You Can Believe It!! 
. . 
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Budget cllts slam 
Forest Park daycare 
UNH withholds rent rebate 
By Kerry J. Fortier 
The current budget situation 
has hurt not only UNH faculty, 
students, staff, but even the 
children of the Forest Park Group 
Daycare. 
· Forest Park Group Daycare 
is one of the few affordable · 
independent daycare centers 
within the UNH and Durham 
community. The non-profit 
organization provides~ 
professional daycare to anyone 
within the Durham community 
with a preference given to 
students, faculty and staff at UNH. 
It currently recieves no 
funding from the University. 
Support comes from parents, 
Friends of Durham Daycare, and 
various fundraisers. 
In past years, the university 
has given a rent rebate to help 
support the program. This past 
year the rebate was withheld. 
Jim Swingle, a member of the 
Board of Directors for the Forest 
· Park Group Daycare said, "We're 
not asking for much from the 
University. What we would like 
from the university is for them to 
give us the rent rebate." 
The Associate Dean for 
Student Affairs, Anthony · Zizos, 
said he beleives that the Daycare 
program is a very valuable service 
but the university is in a position 
where it "does not have the means 
to continue subsidizing the Forest 
P;::irk Group Daycare." 
Zizos added, "When 
resources became constrained, 
since there was no written or 
formal commitment no money 
could be provided. I think the 
University is being gracious in 
providing the amount of space[for . 
the daycare] at Forest Park." 
Replacing the revenue from 
the rent rebate has been a problem 
for Forest Park Group Daycare. 
The money they recieved in the 
rebate helped them to keep their . 
prices reasonable and affordable · 
to the UNH and Durham commu- · 
nity. 
According to the Director of 
the Daycare Group Wendy Der-
hak, they recently purchased 
materials such as construction 
paper, markers, and scissors for 
the first time in six or seven 
months. Work study teacher, 
Lania Chesser, said, "It is so frus-
trating to not have the materials 
needed to teach effectively." 
The Forest Park Group 
Daycare does not recieve funding 
from the university athough the 
daycare service is geared toward 
the University population. 
The program provides the 
university with work-study, jobs 
and oppotunities for students to 
observe children for class research. 
"We are providing a service to the 
university that we do not have to 
provide," said Durhack. 
One main problem the Uni-
versity has in providing funds to 
the Forest Park Group Daycare is 
that the group also provides thier 
services to families not affiliated 
with the University. But Derhak 
calculated that only 10 families 
out of 45 are not affiliated with 
the University. 
Due to the lack of response 
from the university, the group be-
lieved they needed to shift their 
interests from the university to 
the community. The Durham 
community has been very respon-
sive to the plight of the Forest 
Park Group Daycare. In 
cooperation with the Oyster River 
School District, they have created 
an after-school daycare program. 
The use of the gyms, and play-
grounds are free of charge which 
helps to increase their revenue. 
"We are very pleased with 
what's happened with the com-
munity. When we needed to ex-
pand our program to after.:.school 
daycare. The Oyster River School 
District helped to keep the center 
alive. We' re very happy with the 
community response," said Der-
hak. 
T]:ley have also sponsored 
many fundraisers such as bake 
sales, , a lasagna dinner at the 
UAC's, and book sales to help 
raise money. 
The Forest Park Group 
Daycare beleives UNH needij to 
look into the future. They beli'eve 
the university needs to ask them-
selves if day care is irn portant · 
· enough that they need to rexarn-
ine their attitude and take an in-
terest in daycare. 
The university's priority 1s 
not on daycare at this time. Zizos 
said he believes that this is a time 
when the fundamental mission of 
the institution is at risk. Educa- · 
tion, according to Zizos, is the 
first priority of the university. 
Attention: 
Juniors and Seniors 
Membership 
Deadline for 
is April 25, 1990 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
JOG/WALK MARATHON: Jog or walk on the New Hampshire Hall outdoor track from_April 16-
May 4 (M to F only) and accumulate laps toward this Rec Sports Marathon. Sign in and out with 
the attendant on duty. Check times with the Rec Sports Office. Open to all students, faculty, and 
staff. April 16-May4, most days 4-6 pm. · 
CAREER 
CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: NotsurewhatyouwanttornajorinatUNH? Workshop will 
help focus your interests and link it to possible majors offered atUNH. Sign-up in 203 Huddleston 
for the following session: Wed., Apr. 25, 10-noon. 
GENERAL 
BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Students for Choice. Lots of goodies and a great place to find informa-
tion about abortion rights. Mondays, Outside MUB PUB, 10 a.rn. 
MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING TEAM TRAINING SESSION": Session on seal strandings by 
New England Aquarium's Bob "Coop" Cooper. Strongly recommended that all members attend.-
Friday, April 20, Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 2-4 p.rn. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AWARENESS DAY: Find.out about occupational therapy and what 
it can do for you. Test your motorskills, perceptual ability, and co-ordination. Take a self-assess-
p,.ent to see if you hi:lve a balance of work; play and self-care. Tuesday, April 24, Upper level table, 
MUB, 10a.rn.-3p.rn. 
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Sponsored by United Campus Ministry. Join us on Sunday, April 
~2, 7 p.rn. at the Waysrneet Protestant Student Center:-
BERTHA C. WATKINS AW ARDS: Returning students, nominate a faculty/ staff member who you 
feel has gone out of their way to help returning students. Submit nominations to Commuter/ 
Transfer Center by April 27. Information: Bob or Dorsett, 3612. 
STONE CHURCH DINNER: Sponsored by Great Bay Food Coop. Tasty rice curry pot pie; fresh 
salad, warm bread, and dessert. Enjoy a little ni.usic and some home cooked food. Sunday, April 
29, Stone Church, Newmarket, 6-8 p.rn. 
GATHERING FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES STUDENTS: Join us for conversation and refreshments. 
Thursday, April 26,-3.04A Dimond Library, Women's Studies Office (take elevator to top floor then 
first three lefts), 12:30-2 p.rn. · 
HEALTH 
''TORCH SONG TRILOGY" - Friday, April 20, Carroll Room, MUB, 12 noon. 
"A WINNING VOICE IN THE NIGHT" - Wes, performing artist. Friday, April 20, The Niche Cof-
feehouse, Devine Hall, 8 p.m. 
ADDICTION PANEL: · St~dents talk about· their addiction and recovery. Monday, April 23, 
McLaughlin Halt 7 p.m. · 
LIQUOR & YOUR LOVE LIFE: Monday, April 23, lOA Lounge, Williamson Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
OPEN LINE: Phone line for gay, lesbian, bisexual support, call 862-3922. Sun.-Thurs.~ 5-10 p.rn. 
(f ues. 6-10 p.rn.). Information also available regarding various support groups for lesbians, gay 
men and bisexuals. 
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUPS: Call Health Education at 862-3823 for more 
information. 
' 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonym0us ahd confidential; available at the Office of 
Health Education & Promotion, Mon. 9-2:30; Tues. 9-11:45: Call x3823 for an appointment. 
AL-ANON MEETINGS: · Mondays, Medical Library #222, Health Services Center, 12-1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
WOMEN'S ISSUES RESOURCE CENTER - WEEKLY MEETING: Will be talking about upcoming 
events including a rape discussion group, a feminism discussion group, and other important 
events. Corne get involved and/ or just listen! Women and men welcome. Tuesdays, Coos Room, 
MUB, 7 p.rn. 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETING: Don'ttake women's reproductive rights for granted! Come 
join other students for the political fight. Monday nights, Rm. 42, Ham-Smith, 7:30 p.rn. 
GRADUATE STUDENT ORG.ANIZATION MEETING: Agenqa includes committee reports and 
discussion of fees and department representation policies . We also need to consider the value of a 
Graduate Student Handbook. All graduate students are invited. Thursday, April 26, Rm. 209B, 
DeMeritt, 5 p.rn .. · · 
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Summer jobs 
for the 
• • asp1r1ng 
young~ter 
By Bob Durling 
Like all the other stiffs out there, I'm looking for a summer job. 
I've been considering several options. · 
Ideally, I'd like to be a pundit, or perhaps a punster. Tha_t seems 
like a noble occupation. I've not quite sure how pundit/ sters make 
their.lfving; I don't get where the money comes from. But from my 
understanding, all they do is sit around all day, think of crazy 
witti_cisms, and then go to parties and try them out on drunk rich 
people as society columnists record their every word. Hey, sounds 
good to me. 
And I've always wanted to forge a resume saying I have tons 
of hairdressing experience. Then I'd get a job at a salon and just cut 
random chunks out of my first customer's hair while talking about 
my three fat kids and the adorable way they disobey me. At the end, 
I'd hold the mirror up behind the customer's head, show them the 
big bald spots, and say to them, with a big sheepish grin, "Actually, 
I've never really cut anyone's hair before. Can you tell?" Then, as 
their face turned really red, I'd say, "How about some hair dye to 
cover those fish-belly-white patches of scalp?" 
I've never worked for a Department of Public Works, but that 
sounds-pretty good, too. From what I see as I drive past the work 
crews, the job apparently consists of standing around with six of 
your friends, watching one guy work sporadic~lly. You get a tan, 
and I under~tand there's good money to be had in that thrill-packed 
profession. 
I saw an ad in Foster's _this week looking for a seamless gutter 
installer. I'd do it, but I think I have some seams. Ha ha! That's a joke! 
I'd like to be the person who puts the three carrot slices in each 
can of Dinty Moore b~f stew. I could handle that. (Actually, that's 
probably done _by a machine, but it's always made me wonder. Do 
they make up a huge batch of beef stew, like a million gallons, and 
then divide it up?-Is there some huge fat woman, standing like a 
Norse goddess in the dank bowels of a pipe-filled factory, stirring 
this mammoth batch with a thirty-foot-long wC?Oden spoon to make 
sure it doesn't stick to the bottom?) 
If that didn't work out, I could be the 'Albania' editor for 
. "America's Funniest Home Videos." Easy, easy, easy. 
Maybe I could become a condominium namer. I'm pretty sure 
all_ you have to do for this job is combine two nature terms into o_ne 
name. Then you paste the words on a raised-letter sign in front of the 
dirt-brown, particle-board-constructed blights on the American 
landscape. I think I can do it-''Pine Creek," "Rock Brook," "Maple 
Hill," "Fox Hollow," "Oak Avalanche," ''Mass Deer Starvation," 
"Subterranean-Gas-Leak-Polluted River," ... well, you get the idea. 
I don't think there's a big call for that line of work, though. 
That's why I've kept my last resort open. If I can't get a job at any real 
place, I'll just have to employ himself. And I know what I'll do, too. 
All summer I'll stay in my lab, mixing and remixing, perfecting my 
own secret formula, agonizing over minute details, making sure 
every last bit is perfect. I'll try an endless array of ingredients. I'll 
take no shortcuts. Then after those three long tortuous months, I'll 
bring my formula to Nabisco. After a meeting with the bigwigs, 
where I'll put on my best hard-sell, they'll all wholeheartedly agree 
that my creation deserves a shot.in the real world. 
Two-· months later, when my "Tartar Control Oreos" hit the 
market, I'll just sit back in my plush apartment and rake in the big 
bucks, smiling like a·margarita-filled Pat Robertson at my successful 
summer job. 
Bob Durling, outgoing Editor-in-Chief, shown above 
demonstrating the proper use of a dental dam, has d~oteed his 
years at UNH to a tireless quest after the secrets of Cheez-Wiz. 
1t:································································:.;:!: 
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Durham, NH 03824 
SBP/SBVP, from page 1----------
To accomplish th~se goals, 
McCabe said, "We need to 
establish art effective senate and · 
have all the students involved." 
SBP and SBVP Mike 
Desmarais and Chris Sterndale 
agreed that the strongest platform 
won. However, they both said 
they thought the race would be a 
lot closer. 
Desmarais said the winning 
ticket's best attribute is that they're 
both committed to their work and 
are willing to put in the time to get 
to things done. · 
Handing over the reins to the 
new administration should run 
smoothly, according fo Desmarais. 
Both McCabe and Elek have 
already been involved directly 
with such pending items as the 
budget cuts. · 
"I think Chris (Sterndale) and 
I will just have to bring them up to 
. speed on some of the issues that 
they might not be familiar with," 
said Desmarais. 
McCabe is currently the 
business manager of. the Student 
Activity Fee Organization (SAFO) 
and Elek is Executive Officer of 
the Student Senate. 
Looking back at their year in 
office, one thing that Desmarais 
and Sterndale said they wished 
SALARIES, from page 1 
.Frank Pilar, chairman of the' 
Chemistry department, said he 
didn't know if the low salaries at 
UNH have affected the quality of 
the professors we have, but he · 
said that they have to interview 
more candidates for positions in 
the department than elsewhere. 
"Where another university 
(that offers higher salaries) might 
have to interview three people to . 
fill a position, we have to interview 
twice that many," said Pilar. This 
is because candidates usually can 
get much better salaries than UNH 
offers, he said. 
"Some people have just 
laughed in our faces," said Pilar. 
He talked about the problem 
with hiring chemists in his 
department. "Women chemists 
are difficult to get a hold of and it 
often turns out the most• highly 
qualif~ed chemists are women. 
Normally, we can't even get them 
to interview here; they have so 
many better offers." 
Brigitte · Bailey, assistant 
$75,000 
professor of English, said the 
university had recognized the 
salary discrepancies in 1988 and 
promised that they would raise 
the salaries over the next three 
years. 
"Last summer, my raise was 
definitely substantial," said Bailey. 
But now because of the budget 
cuts and the fact there was no 
official salary contract, the 
professors will only be getting a 
basic cost-of-iiving increase. 
Bailey said that one of the 
reasons why UNH has been able 
to get high quality faculty despite 
theJow salaries was the depressed 
job market in the humanities field 
in the 1980s. 
"People were glad just to get a 
job," said Bailey. But, within the 
'·next 10 years, she thinks it might 
be much more difficult for UNH to 
attract new professors as well as 
keep "the ones that are here . . 
''That is the danger in this 
present underfunding," said 
Bailey. 
they could have done was to go 
out and talk to the students more. · 
But, they said, the time to do this 
was hard to find. 
McCabe and Elek are Jloping 
to find at least some of this time, as 
they are 'realistically' planning 
open forums once a month, 
according to Elek. The forums 
would be attended by students 
who wanted to discuss current 
cam pus issues with the leaders. 
- Although both McCabe and 
Elek are relieved that it's all over, 
they also know that it's just begun. 
"It's going to be a very busy 
summer," said McCabe. 
Pilar stressed that eve11 if 
UNH professors are willing to 
overlook the salaries for other 
considerations, other problems 
that arise as a result of budget cuts 
can be even more detrimental to 
faculty ·members. 
"Our salaries are low, but not 
as much out of line as some other 
things are," said Pilar. The 
problem, he said, is a lack of 
funding for research. 
"Theresearchsupportisvery, 
very poor here," said Pilar. "There 
is no organized policy." He said 
that he gets $9,000 with which to 
fund the entire Chemistry 
department, and this includes no 
stipend for research. 
''VNH tries to have it two 
ways," said Pilar. "They require 
that the faculty conduct 
outstanding research projects, but 
don't offer funding." According 
to Pilar, the lack of research 
funding may cause more faculty 
to leave than the salary que~tion. 
AVERAGE PROFESSOR SALARIES 
$55,000 














GRAPHIC BY TERRI DANISEVICH 
• Statistics from "The Annual Report on the Economic Status of the _Profession",~. March/April 1989 
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There's a job for youin Summer Camp _ 
The American Camping Association (NY) will make 
your application avail. to over 300 camps in the 
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college 
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land 
and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and 
crafts, drama, music, dance, nature, tripping, 
R.N.'s, M.D.'s. College Credit Available CALL _ 
OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION. 
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIA TI0N'1 
jl 12 West 31st Street,· New York, NY 10001,- d. 








OPENING THIS SPRING . 
*uNH Faculty and Staff Golf LEAGUE 
* Specializing in JUNIO~ and 
BEGINNER GOLF Programs * Senior Citizen Day '1nadies Day 
t WILDCA! GOLF SCHOOL Q.· - and more... o o ...... ,11',(,1 "' ········ For further information call Betty or write: 
Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd. 
Durham, NH 03824 659 6565 
(Located 2 miles south of UNH) · - · 
Register for: 
The Scavenger Hunt 
(Beat the Clock) [0.> 
❖ Obstacle Course❖ 
•~ Bed Races ()-, 
Giant 
Twister 
•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• • ••••• •••••• 
in the Student Activities Office, Room 
126, MUB. Winners of these events 
get their team's picture in 
The New Hampshire and The Granite, 
and other fun and valuable prizes. 
THESE EVENTS ARE FREEi 
<aN+t ~priN@ \J~eJK 1~.9@ 
a r-;1.--- 20-2 
. ,_ 
ti. 
· \vin the ~mputer you ne~d to. 
succeed m tlie real world and a 
chance to use it there. 
It's easy. Just try our Real World Demo on a Macintosh® You reaily can't lose iJ you come ir I and get your 
computer to enter Apple's Re~! World Sweepstakes. hands on a Macintosh today Because once you do, you ·11 . 
If you're one of 14 Grand Prize \iv·l~;;ers, you 'ii get to see how easy it is to use and how much one could do for 
spend a week this summer at the organizatior 1 of your choice vou i1CW. · 
listed below, wbere you'll see Macintosh computers hard at ' You ·11 appreciate the value of a Macintosh computer 
work. And when you get holl).e, yoµ can use your own new after you leave campus and head out into the real world, 
. Macjntosh SE/30 to write your resume and follow-up letters. too. But don't take our word for it. Come in and trv a 
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who will Macintosh and see for yourself. And iJ you , 
receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000 Second Prize win the Grand Prize, you· II be seeing the 
winners who will get Apple® T-shirts. real world sooner than you think. 
Enter Apple's Real World ~eepstakes and rou could win a week at 
one of llieseleading organizations and a Macintosh computer. 
Apple's Real World Sweepstakes 
Win a week at one of these outstanding organizations: 
ABC News lnterActive J\pple Computer, Inc. 
Proooction or tntera.Cfive ViO:?o Disks fDI scoools computer Marke ling aoo Management 
BBDO American Express Publishing Corporation 
AOvMrsing Agency CommuricatiOns, PubliShhg 
Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc. 
Marl<efing,Corrmunieafions,Finance 
Claris Corporation , 
Hgn TechnOlogy Marketing, sonware 
Corn~~c~~:~)Xn~!'ad/4~~-~~llege for the~:~~~~~~~ :J~~cation 
Exis - EoucafiOt?CommwicatOnaOOPhil3!1t'n1e,py 
A Technology Firm o1 KPMG Peat Marwick Steed Hammond Paul 
Exewfive trdormafion & Decision Slpp<Y1 Systems fl1ana:gement Arcrifecru,e Fitm 
The Guthrie Theater National Library o1 Medicine (NIH) 
Arts Management ComplAer SCJence, Meacine, BictechnOICiJY, G,aprics 
Enter April 16th - May 4th at the 
University Technology CA!nter -Thompson Hall, Room 14 A 
Hours: Moa -Fri. 9 am - 3 pm, 862-1328 or 800-245-7773 
See your Campus Computer Resel !er for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations. 
© 1990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple. the_ Apple logo. and ~1acintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc 
_ THR.Nf.W. ) jA6,4P$_t-ff R~ FRIDAY, APRIL .20, 7 990 
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"No· snickers please'' Condo,ns, candy . odd neighbors in vending ·m,achines 
By Court Harson 
In a move to promote safe sex, 
condoms were installed in 
vending machines across the UNH 
campu~ this wee~. The move 
generated mixed reactions among 
stud~nts. . . 
Peter Welch of the Office of 
Health Education and Promotion 
explained thatthemovewasmade 
to make contraceptives more 
accessible. "We want to provide 
people with more options," Welch 
·said. · 
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, 
associate director of the OHEP was 
unavailable for comment. 
Ass~iate vice president and 
dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn, on behalf of' interim 
President Gus Kinnear, explained 
that the university's main focus is 
· "to do whatever we can to avoid 
people contracting sexually 
transmitte~ di~eases." He said that 
the university encourages 
abstinence and is not trying to 
promote sex on cam pus. According 
to Sanborn, the move was made to 
"encouragepeoplewhoarealready 
sexually active to practice safe sex." 
Reaction in the student body 
ranged from commendation to 
surprise. Junior Plato Arapostathis, 
from La Mesa, California, thinks 
• the move is fine. "They should freshman Ken More of Concord, 
have condoms in both bathrooms. feel the move should have taken 
What's the matter with it?" he place a long time ago. "They 
asks. should have (installed condoms 
Freshman Michelle Wilson of invendingmachines)alotsooner," 
.Dover is surprised that condoms he said. Universities similar to 
are being distributed in vending UNH, such as University of 
machines on campus. Wilson Connecticut, University of 
acknowledges, though, that Massachusetts, University of 
"something has to be :qone to Vermont, and Syracuse 
promote safe sex." University, have provided 
Mike Brockney; a freshman - condommachinesforstudentsfor 
from Rochester, calls the years. 
installation of condoms in Thedecision(toinstallcond~m 
vending machines "a. li'beral machines)wasmadebackin1988," 
move."· 
But some people, like 
says Sanborn. "Since that time it 
was difficult to negotiate a contract 
with a vendor." 
Originally, the plan was to 
install vending machines that 
would contain only condoms, but 
the university failed to find a 
vendor who could maintain and 
operate its own machines. "We 
finally negotiated withthecurrent 
· vendor (Canteen Food and 
Vending Service of Waltham, 
MA)" Sanborn explains. As a 
result, the condoms · are side-by-
side with Snickers bars and 
M&Ms. 
SBP/~BVP, from page 1----------------------
represent them. senators to go out anc;i talk to the 
Desmarais pointed out that people they are representing . . 
improvements always need to be Student Body Vice President 
made. He said thebestwayforthe Chris Sternqale felt that the 
senate to improve would be for question could have been better 
Relocating? Call a Leader in Customer Satifaction 
• No Excuse Price 
• Full replacement value 
· protection available 
• Firm pick-up & delivery dates 
• Student & Faculty 
discounts available 
• Local & Long distanc 
moving & storage 
Manchester, NH 
Toll Free Dial "1" & Then 
800-322-0261 
IC<;No·MC 52793 MC 129505 NH MC No 34° 
Scope presents .... 
phrased to receive constructive 
feedback. 
"It should have said 'How 
could the senate improve?' which 
we could have gotten much more 
out of," Sterndale said. 
SBP and SBVP-elects Brian 
McCabe and Ann-Marie Elek 
voiced concern at the percentage 
ofstudentswhoanswered 'I don't 
know.' 
11 As far as I'm concerned, if 
the students answered 'I don't 
know', it's the same as saying 
'no'," said McCabe. · 
McCabe and Elek want to 
formulate the most effective 
senate during their upcoming 
administration by involving all 
the students. 
~~(~~~Y1fr 
'3:'-V' ~ -A~: W/" 
i~ 
In the second referendum 
question, students were asked if 
they felt a majority of the MUB's 
Board of Governors should be 
elected by the student body. An 
overwhelming majority of almost · 
70 percent said 'yes', with 'no' and 
'I don't know' responses both 
receiving approximately 15 
percent apiece. 
McCabe and Elek defended 
the current process in' which the 
board members are appointed. 
They said th~ student body doesn't 
reallyknowmuchaboutthe board 
and should be more educated 
about its responsibilities before 
being asked such a question. 
"The v0te would have been a, 
. lotcloser iffh estudentsknewwhat 
the board was," said McCabe. 
He said that the people who 
sit on the board are the people 
who work in the MUB, and if the 
seats were open to election, the 
board and its responsibilities 
would be negatively disrupted. 
Desmarais and Stern.dale felt 
differently about the board. 
Although the board voted eight to 
five recently in favor of keeping 
the system the same, Desmarais 
and Stemdale hope the governors 
will take it upon themselves to 
initiate some changes. 
"I think the 69 percent voting 
in favor of elections should be a 
pretty good message that there 
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· Nominations Are Requested For 
The Second Annual 
Bertha T. Watkins 
Awar-ds 
For Service To · 
Non-Traditional . 
Students 
(STUDENTS WHO ARE 24 & OVER AND HA VE 
RETURNED TO FORMAL EDUCATION) 
These awards recogni~e UNH's . 
unsung hero_es and heroines, · 
those faculty and staff member$ 
who do their best to encourage _ -
and inspire Non-Traditional 
Students on this campus 
Nomination forms are available at the 
Returning Student Services Office. 
Room 136, MUB. 
Nominations are due by April 27 
$ $ 
NEED A JOB 
FOR THE FALL? 
THE STUDENT SENATE 
IS LOOKING FOR 1WO 
SECRETARIES TO 
. START IN SEPTEMBER 
FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CALL 
CORRINE MOORE OR JIM BATTY 
AT THE SENATE OFFICE To-
SECWRE A JOB NOW!! 
$ 862-1494 $ 
MA~KE IT IN THE MUB 
JOIN MUSO 
. (MemoriOI Union Student Organization)-
. ' . 
· e a part of this irifluential group and help to 
bring speakers like Spike Lee to campus. . 
We sponsor lectures, 
MUB movies, and the 
photo school--there's 
a position for You! 
Come see us in the MUB, room 148, to pick up an 
/_ application. 
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Come See.the ... -
• ~ .-:,• ,.' • , ' • • , , ' / • : • l 
\ . ~ -
Red •-
Chili Peppers 
,- ---- · Sunday 
May6 
· ., -1 :30 
Behind the MUB! 




" ■• •■ • . " . -~ .. 
presented by SCOPE -
)\ ' . 
-
· , , Don'tForget .. ~ 
- • •• '.' ~ • r 
ED COMEDY 
_ prH 25 · 
9:00 
MUB PUB · 
..... ******** -NIGHT ********** ___ -- _ - _ - _ _ -_-_ Non$~~ients Students 
· -_ ~ -.. _S.3-.00--
..... ~ -..:..:.~-- · · - -· -· - - Show your School Spirit! -
Weqr UNH Paraphernalia and get $1 Off!! 
-Presented 6y SCOPE 
( .... because elephants NEVER forget. .. ) 
. . . 
,.·· ·,.,. ' . ) ' ' 
,_ ' .. . .. .. ·- - ·. _. . ~-' 
- .. 
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BUDGET, from rpage 1 ----
, 
.plans to bring the salary level up 
to norm over the course of the 
next three years. The plan has 
died, said Diller, because of the 
current budget problems. 
Although the present cuts 
'.being planned by the uniyersity 
will not harm academics, Watters 
said that next year a second round 
of cuts is expected and will 
probably involve academic 
departm'ents. 
Although the administration 
is trying to make the cuts as easy 
as possible on academics, the 
University System of New 
Hampshire (USNH) is not helping, 
said Watters. 
USNH has resisted making 
meaningful cuts, said Watters, but 
pressure can be put on them from 
the UNH administration because 
"they're our bosses." 
Watters also said he felt that 
the state government was 
suffering from "poor leadership" 
and that recent cuts from the state 
were seriously damaging the state 
of education in New Hampshire. 
Applications 
are now available · for: 
CHAIRPERSON 
'POSITIONS 
F·or StUdent Senate 
PAGE 13 
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Ch.air Positions for 1990/91 Year Are: 
i !: : :::: I:!{(!■1.111:~!::!lllili!fJl:R!il, + : 
,(,.. 
( ... (,.. 
Academi~ Affairs Council 
Commuter/Greek Affairs Council 
Health and Human Services Council 
Judicial Affairs Council (,,,,,. (,.. (,.. (,.. 
·Residential Programs and Housing Council 
Student Life Council · 
Students for the University 
· Jams to the · 
Soca-Beat ..... 
Applications are 
available in .the 
Student Serzate Office.: 
Due: Tuesd·ay,. May _1 . . . . ._ : . . Saturday, 12 - 2 p.m. 
-Caly_p$Q and SocaJrom th.._e West Indies. , .. R.,eturra.~·to.>J.if!l·· B-att~i;·. R·m 1,..30 ,•- M·U B · ,_-. · 
Need a Gen. Ed. science elective???'!I'ry ... 
- . 
TECH 583 -- Technology Systems 
► What is a "technology system"? 
. --electric utility --communications system 
--waste water treatment facility --med~cal diagnostic tool 
--climate control system . --solid waste disposal system 
--air,land, and sea transportation --water storage;treatment, &-distribution 




►Do you need a lot of science & math background? 
No -- you only need high school math and physics or chemistry, and the ability to read, write, and speak. 
NOTE: Course restricted to 
non-engineering sophomores,juniors, 
and seniors. 
TIME: . MWF,l-2pm,Kingsbury 251 
Thursdays,4-5pm,Kingsbury 251. 
INSTRUCTOR: Alden Winn, 
Professor Emeritus,ECE~ 
FOR MORE INFO: Call 3103, 
or stop by Kinsbury 226 (in 
the Dean's office). 
TECH 583 is a required core course for the 
Technology,Society, and _Values minor . 
Earth Day 
1990 at UNH 
· Friday, April 20 
Smith Hall Interna-
tional Fiesta 
Celebrate Earth Day on 
an international level 
with displays, games, 
native foods, a European 
Cafe, music, and vendors 
representing countries 









ther Ben Thompson's 
birthday on Thompson 
Hall lawn with cake and 
remarks by Interim Presi-
dent Kinnear at 1:00 pm. 
Opening of the Univer-
sity Museum . 
The University museum 
on the .third floor of Th-
ompsonHall will be open 
from 10:00am to3:00pm. 
The museum will be 
de die a ted to Philip 
Wilcox at that time. For 
Earth ~nd the Environ-
ment: Research at the 
University of New 
Hampshire, Ranging 
from a Local to a 
Global Perspective 
The Institute .for the 
Study of Earth, Oceans 
and Space, and the Envi-
ronmental Research 
Group will co-sponsor a 
poster display and open 
house in the Science and 
Engineering Research 
Building · from 
llam-7pm, with official 
remarks at 1:30 pm. 
\ 
UNH Pride Day 
All students, faculty, and 
slaff are encouraged to 
take pride in the UNH 
community by partici-
pating in clean-up proj-~ 
ects around your dorm, 
office, or building. De-
tails will be provided by 
the Pride Day Commit-
Environmental Film 
Night 
Two films, "Peacock' 
War" and "For Earth' · 
Sake" will be shown i 
further information, Parsons, Room·101 start 
please call 862-1081. ing at 7:00 pm. 
Recycling at the Expo 
By Ellen Alpiner · 
Can't find a place to return 
your bottles or recycle your ,card-
board? Bring your recyclables to 
the Environmental Expo at Sni-
vely Arena, on Saturday, April 21, 
where bins will be available to 
recycle the following materials: 
-Aluminum Cans 
-Glass Jars and Bottles-
should be separated by color and 
must be clean. 
-HDT Plastic Containers-
these are plastic milk containers 
and pla~tic detergent containers. 
Other recyclable plastics will have 
the recycling logo on it, or the 
initials HOT on the bottom of the 
container. 
-Cardboard- it has to be 
clean (no pizza grease!) and can-
not be plastic-lined. 
Sorry, but we cannot accept 
newspapers. 
The above materials will 
be accept~ until 4 p.m. as part of 
a joint effort between the town of 
Lee and the UNH Earth Day Coa-
lition. For more information, 
please call Students for University 
Recycling at 862-1008. 
Local folk singer Cormac McCarthy 
Saturday, April 21. 
Environmental Expo 
This central event of the 
Earth Day weekend will 
feature exhibits, informa-
tional tables, product 
sales, workshops, and 
demonstrations fromnon-
profi t environmental 
groups, student organiza-
tions, and local ecologi-
cally conscious compa-
nies. A separate speak-
ers' area will have lectures 
and discussions through-
out the d.ay. Snively 
Arena, from 10:00 am-4:00 
pm. 
·New Hampshire Out-
ing Club Camp Out 
Sleep out in the Boulder 
Field .for a night of star 
gazing and wake up out-
doors on Earth Day! The 
observatory will be open 
for use of their telescope 
in conjunction with the 
camp out. For more in-
formation call the New 
Hampshire Outing Club 
at 862-2145. 
Friday, April 20-Sunday, 
April 22 
. Little Sibs Weekend 
Various activities pro-
vided for students and 
their little brothers/ sis-
ters. For further informa-
tion call the Inter-Resi-
dence Organization at 
862-2257. 
Earth Day Folk Concert 
with Susie Burke and 
David Surrette, Cormac 
McCarthy, and Ann 
Reed 
The UNHEarth Day Coa-
lition invites students, 
friends, and families from 
the Seacoast area to a 
concert celebrating Earth 
Day in the field house 
from7:00pm to 11:00pm. 
Tickets are $5 for students, 
$7 for non-students. 
Folk Artists Ann 
Reed, Cormac 
McCarthy, Susie 
Burke and D-auid 
Surrette to perform 
By David Posada style as "folk based, but more 
Four of folk music's most well- contemporary than traditional. 
known names will be performing We are both adept in a variety of 
on campus this Saturday night in styles." They are often known to 
a concert celebrating Earth Day. weave folk, _blues, ~wing, a cap-
Cormac McCarthy, Susie Burke pella, and instrumental numbers 
and David Surrette, all from the into a single performance, with 
Seacoast area, and Ann Reed from Surrette accompanying on guitar, 
Minneapolis will be playing in the mandolin, and Bouzoki. 
Field House on Saturday, April "We're very excited about the 
21, from 7:00 to 11 :00 pm. concert," commented Surrette re-
McCarthy has been called by cently~ "Susie and Cormac have 
the Boston Globe "a distinctive played together before~ so we're 
songwriter with a warm, power- hoping to do some collaborating 
ful, inherently melodic baritone, _a . this Saturday night." 
fine guitarist and devastating wit." Ann Reed, who will be flying in 
He is considered. by critics to be fromMinneapolisforthisevent,is 
one of New-England's finest sto- known around the country for her 
rytellers and folk musicians, and performances on National Public 
"Boston's rising star". He sings Radio's "Mountain Stage", "Good 
about cows, pink flamingos, and . Evening", and · "Prairie Home 
the small New Hampshire towns Companion" shows. A singer and 
he grew up in with both hilarity . songwriter who plays _12 -string 
and stark honesty. His song writ- _, acoustic ·g.uitar, sh,e .h_~s been · 
ingc·has eame~,,h1m the _9-ffectio~----~-- nqm_inated f0r_,-Artis! -of-J~e .Y~ar i,> 
-and recognition of audiences all ', for :1990 by . BMI music and the· ' 
around New England. · MinnesotaMusicAssociation. She 
Susie Burke and David Surrette, is characteri?'.ed as an -"eclectic 
both UNH alumni, have been acoustic" performer a11d is noted 
, playing together for the past three for her storytelling and wry se11se , _ 
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years throughout New England. of humor. 
Surrette described their musical 
Susie llurke, one of four folk artis,ts perf~rming this Saturday at the Field House 
. . 
Sunday,: April 22- Earth Day! 
. t . -
Outdoor Adventures: 
., Activities to promote en-
vironmental awareness 
and appreciation of the 
natural areas around 
UNH will take place 
throughout the day. 
-Bike to ·Packer's Falls 
Join · trip leader Julie 
Clemons to take in the 
sights and sounds of the 
falls and a relaxing pedal 
through the countryside. 
Depart from the back 
ramp of the MUB at 11 :30 
am. Bring a bike and your 
lunch. Contact Julie at 
868-1761 if you have any 
questions. 
-Birdwatching at Moody ability welcome! Call 
Point 862-4427 for any more 
info . 
Meet at 7:00 am . in the -
parking lot in front of the 
MUB with your binocu-
lars for a day of bird-
watching with Eric 
Vozick. Bring your car if 
you have one and can car-
pool with others, or just 
bring yourself. Eric can 
be reached at 862-3542. 
-Rock Climbing at 
Pawtuckaway State Park 
Meet spiderman Matt 
O'Connor at the Outing -
Club office, room 126, 
MUB,· at 10:00 am with 
your lunch, rubber soled 
sneakers, and comfort-
able clothing for .a day on 
the rocks. All levels of 
.-Hang Out at Rye Beach 
Meet at 10:00 am in the 
, front lobby of the MUB · 
for a day at the beach 
with Tina Stroh (862-
. 5882). Bring your fris-
bee,nature books,lunch, 
wetsuit and- anything 
else! 
Campus-wide Tree 
Planting Project · 
Help improve the envi-
ronmental quality of the 
campus and planet by 
taking part in an exten-
sive tree planting effort. 
Planting will take place 
from 9 am to 12 pm. 
.. ,,\,; 
Pride Day Clean-up 
Projects 
In coordination with 
Friday's Pride Day event, 
-a clean-up project to beau-
tify the campus will be 
sponsored by Alpha Phi 
Omega starting at 1 pm in 
front of Thompson Hall. 
Earth Day Birthday at 
Odiorne Point State 
Park 
Enjoy a day of family ac-
tivities on the rocky coast. 
A morning bird walk, a 
seafood sampler, a slide 
and lecture presentation, 
·music and other events 
will make up this day-
long celebration. For 




The culmination of the 
week's events will be a 
celebration and speak out 
for the environment in 
East-West Park behind the 
MUB from 6:00 pm-7:30 
pm. This will provide an 
opportunity for individu-
als to · come together and 
speak about the past, 
present, and future of our 
relationship with the 
environment. Music and 
closing remarks will con-
clude this transition into 
the decade of the envi-
ronment. 
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SCOPE did fine job getting concerts 
llhe members of SCOPE have finally accom• 
plished something, and they deserve some credit. 
But this spring, the group has managed to grab 
two top-notch bands. The Kinks, playing here May 13th, 
need no introduction. They're on the down side of a stellar 
career; why el'se would they be playing here? But they're 
still one of the true legendary rock groups, and it seems 
almost inconceivable that they'll be performing at UNH. 
Regardless, the concept of a free show is great, 
and the free group this year far overpowers the lame bands 
that have played here in the past for no admission. SCOPE 
is supported by Student Activity Fee money. Since we all 
pay to support SCOPE, it seems appropriate that it should 
sponsor a show that . all the students can theoretically 
attend. The fact that the Chili Peppers are the show makes 
the idea ten times better. 
The student organization, which has always been 
in charge of the big conc~rts at UNH, has in past years been 
very sluggish. One significant concert a year was about the 
extent of SCOPE's ability. For every Elvis Costello, there 
were far ~oo many Jon Butchers and The Stompers. New 
Man was considered a catch for them. Things were pretty 
bad. ' 
And last semester, SCOPE was nowhere to be 
found. They were basically reorganizing, trying to save 
themselves from the scrap heap. Big concerts this fall? 
Yeah, right. 
It's also inconceivable that the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers will be performing free on May 6th. The Chili 
Peppers are a truly crazed band, and people just go sick at 
their concerts. It'll be very interesting to see what happens 
when they buzzsaw onto this sedate campus. Basically, \\'.e 
better hope that the security for the show is top-notch. The 
band has been selling out very quickly everywhere it goes, 
and when Bostonians get a whiff of a free show, well.. : 
Hats off to SCOPE director Steve Roderick, and 
all the people involved in the organization. Finally, two 
great ban~s visit this campus in-not a year-but a semester. 
A few months ago, that would've been very hard to 
believe. 
'rhe politics of 
Earth Day 
To The Editor: 
Earth Day, since it begin- . 
ning in 1970, has been a very 
powerful force . politically. The 
major environmental issues of the 
times are basically defined by what 
Earth Pay, or rather the Earth Day 
Committee, sees as the issues. 
Many laws, such as the first Clean 
Water and Clean Air Acts, grew 
from the statements made by the 
first Earth Day in 1970. Earth Day's 
political power and influence· is 
unquestionable. 
It is precisely this strong 
influence which makes me con-
cerned.. Many politicians, corpo-
rations and organizations see the 
power of Earth Day and are very 
eager to jump on the big band-
wagon as it rolls by. But across the 
country Earth Day is smelling 
inore and more polluted. 
In Bloomington, Indiana 
officials are pushing for Dan 
Quayle to be the keynote speaker 
for Earth Day. Since when, may I 
ask, did he become endowed with 
environmental wisdom? In Geor-
gia, Georgia Power Company, a 
very nuclear oriented company, 
sits on the board of the state's 
Conservancy Association. The 
chemical company, Monsanto, 
which developed PCB's, is under-
writing Earth Day in many cities. 
The Coalition for Reliable Energy, 
an organization formed to pro-
mote nuclear power and that is 
heavily funded by the nuclear 
industry, is sponsoring Earth Day 
activities around New England. 
And in our very own New Hamp-
shire, Governor Judd Gregg, who 
won't even read information about 
pollution unless it's handed to him 
by the industries, has _been ap-
pointed the honorable chair of 
Earth Day! It's Judd Gregg this 
year, next year it's Captain Haz'el-
wood. 
Earth Day organizers 
· suggest many ways to help the 
planet, one which is in the voting 
booth. What kind of message are 
they trying to present when they 
appoint Judd Gregg as their hon-
orary chair? Does the Earth Day 
Comlll.ittee think that _fi,lling ou~ 
'·, '\ \" \ \, ~ ;, ,, 
political offices with little Judd 
Greggs and Dan Quayles -will 
clean-up our plariet - or does it 
just give Earth Day more political 
power? 
The planet is not for sale. 
As if we have · not exploited the 
earth enough, now we must ex-
ploit Earth Day. The outcome of 
this exploitation of power can not 
be good. We may solve the solid 
waste disposal problem t_hrough 
recycling, but will have replaced 
it with the far-reaching problem 
of radioactiv~ waste dispo~L You 
and I may stop using the house-
hold Kill-It chemicals, bu the 
chemicalcompany and nuke plant 
next door is still releasing and 
dumping "acceptable levels" of 
toxins, because its executives have 
had an active role in establishing 
those levels. Consumers are only 
part of the cause of the environ-
mentalcr1sis. Ind us trial pollution 
is the real culprit. Corporations 
and politicians buying into Earth 
Day should at least be forced-to 
show more than just a financial 
commitment . . 
I do not question the in-
tentions of local citizens who are 
working hard to organize Earth 
Day; there are many important 
issues which are being addressed. 
But things are beginning to smell 
funny and the smog in the air is 
notbeingcleaned up by Earth Day. 
It seems instead to be seeping from 
the mouths of "t~e apologists for 
the nuclear industry and other 
major polluters, in and out of 
government, who are allowed to 
use Earth Day as a platform from 
which to trumpet their l?ogus 
. . environmental credentials ... " 
Environmentalists should be cau-
tious of riding on a band wagon 
that gives off toxic fumes. 
Janet Charron 
"Balls" . is not 
a sexist term 
To the Editor: 
In response to Maura 
· ~allahan' s indigination over my 
use of the word ''balls", I quote 
James Thurber, "I love the idea of 
there being two sexes, don't you?" 
Since we have this two sex system, 
,''". ' "-· '-1., ".. '1 :, 
I am in favor of a language that 
reflects two sexes. I steadfastly 
resist efforts to neuter the lan-
guage. This does not make me a 
sexist. 
There was a time when 
words "chairwoman", "fore-
woman" and the like sounded 
discordant to my ear. Time and 
use have tempered that, and they 
now ring like middle C. My lexi-
con is updated. The use of the 
euphemism "has the balls to ... " 
when speaking of a lynx momen-
tarily acting .. Ii~~ ~ lion,. and the 
subject is male, should be up'd.a-~ed. 
in Callahan's lexicon, marked 
"non-sexist, refers to unexpected 
male valor." 
I assume that Callahan's real 
goal is equal opportunity for 
women-a right so basic that it is 
difficult to understand why it is 
still so far away. Letters such as 
Callahan's work against shorten-
ing that distance. There were any 
number of obvious, important 
subjects in my article that might 
have aroused response: the global 
environment, the effect of John 
know why I'm pissed, let me tell 
you. I have an A-lot permit. That 
means I can only park in A-lot 
when I'm on campus, otherwise 
I'll get one of those little fluores-
cent pink parking tickets on my 
windshield. Last Wednesday I 
parked in A-lot as usual at 10:30 in 
the morning. I went back to my 
car at 12:30 and guess what I found. 
Yup. One of those little fluores-
cent pink parking tickets on my 
windshield. Ironic, isn't it? I have 
an A-lot permit and I get a damned 
$15 ticket for parking ip the only 
lot available to me. -Scribbled in 
inkon the ticket were the 'words 
"Plentyofspacesavailableinrear." 
Bullshit! When you oversell the. 
lot (4 permits per space) you're 
lucky to find legitimate space at 
-10:30 on a Wednesday morning. 
A-lot belongs to those who bought 
permits. Let us park where we 
want in our own (and only) park-
ing lot. Since budget cuts plague 
. \ . 
this place, I say cut out the salaries 
of those who wield the pad of pink 
. surprises. The University would 
save money and we would sweat 
a whole lot less. For those of you 
who are in the same boat ( or should 
I say lot) as I, appeal those tickets! 
Write to the New Hampshire! 
Only with a constant ·and con-
scious effort can we put an end to 
this senseless ticketing of inno-
cent autos. 
Thomas Robb 
:\( -:-:•:::.::::;: .... :•·······. ... ,•,•,•:-:-.-.-:-:-:- :;:;:;:;::::; ·,•.•, 
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this category. By searching it out 1---------B-O_B_D_U_R_L_IN_G _____ , -Ed-i-to-r--in- -C-h-ie_f _ ______ ----t 
and making the argument, Cal-
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lahandamagesthecauseshehopes TERRI DANISEVIC'H, News Editor KATHY HALEY, News Editor 
to advance. The cause gets la- KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor HEATHER GRANT, Sports Editor 
belledpettyatbest,and_illogicalat MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor . BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
worst. In this marketing age; petty LAURA DEAME, Arts Editor KRISTI SUDOL, Forum Editor 
and illogical are not good tactics. DENISE BOLDUC, Advertising Manager 
My message to Callahan MICHAEL L VONS, Business Manager 
and others of her philosophy, 
update your tactics as well as your 
lexicon. The cause of equal oppor-
tunity for women will advance 
more quickly and against less 
resistance. 
Barb Briggs 
Mad as hell 
withA.;.Lot 





Sofia Piel Melissa Bane 
Melissa Sharples Barb Briggs 
Graphic Managers lshi Burdett 
Marie Garland Sandy Cutshall 
Kimberly Hilley Birger Dahl 
Graphic Assistants Elyse Decker 
Kim Cilley Alyssa DeVito 
Melissa Inglis Kim Gilbert 
Jennifer Macfarlane Stacy Grugnale 
News Briefs Editor Mike Guilbault -
Anita Davies · Ellen Harris 
Circulation Manager Linda Hyatt 
Suzanne Lee Stephanio Igoe 
Ass~ant Circulation Managers April Jacobs 
Ed Sawyer Stacy Kendall 
Michael Gemme Colleen Marquis 
Photographers Sarah Merrigan 
Michelle Adam Chris Q'Neil 
Don Carlson Michelle Purdur[l 
Jen Flad Colleen Sebastian 
Blaise L Mossa Julie Stilphen 
Ed Sawyer · John Robert 
Staff Reporters Erin Sullivan 
John Doherty On The Spot Editor 
I'm upset! Act.ually, I'm Neal McCarthy Jena DelPrete 
Cartoonists . Assistant Business Mgr. 
more than upset I'm down-right Jeff Harris Emilia A Keleman 
Pissed and I know other people John Hirtle c;;opy .Editors • Kurt Krebs Sandy Cutshall 
feel the same . way as I do right Environmental Paga Editor Ellen Harris 






























David Po do Kristen Waelde 
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To all students concerning the ice cream cone conduct 
by Julie Chipman 
- omoreicecreamconesinPhilbrookand Stillings." 
The sad news spread from mouth to shocked mouth across 
campus. One boy in a "Absolute UNH" T-shirt looked 
down at the little plastic cup he filled to overflowing with 
vanilla ice cream. It dripped slow and sticky over the side 
of the clear plastic lip. 
"Aw, I can't eat this!" the boy cried. He threw the 
cup like a baseball coming into home for the final out. The 
spoon followed to land slightly in front of the overturned 
cup. Ice cream oozed out onto the lawn of Stoke. This is 
why we don't have ice cream cones at Stillings and Phil-
brook. They are found splattered against windows in long 
milky streaks. Cones bounce off trees, leaving a white and 
chocolate stains, and fall into a melting heap at the base of 
the trunk. Ice cream pud-dles topped by crushed cones coat 
the staircases of the dorms and nestle in the corners of the 
steps. Ice cream cones are abandoned, dejected, rejected, 
abused and alone. 
I am relucfant to think what thousands of homes 
'' 
across New Hampshire and Massachusetts must look like 
after a quick trip to the local Dairy Queen. Do the children 
have cone fights in the living room, splashing ice cream off 
mirrors and newly apolstered couches? Do they delight in 
smearing swirl ice cream down their bedroom walls. to 
create nifty designs and Ice Art? Do they tuck a drippy 
-cone or two on the carpeted staircase for safe keeping or a 
midnight snack? Why then do they do it in the dorms? 
Perhaps the $3,000 room and board charge en-
titles us to all those fanciful, destructive, luxuries we could 
never do at home. Mom never let us casually drop our ice 
cream in the living room when we were full, or let us huck 
it at the picture window. Now there is no Mom. Maybe it 
is the overwhelming "need to know'' that possesses col-
lege students and fuels their pursuit of enlightenment in 
all things. The eternal quest for knowledge drives us to 
discover how long it . will actually take for a cleaning 
woman to pick up one of the sticky little globs. Does she 
handle the chocolate faster, or half eaten cones more quickly 
than whole ones? What is the average time in weeks for her 
to take a mop to a extra squashed vanilla cone? Inquiring 
minds want to know! 
I want to know what transformation takes over 
some students when they step onto any school grounds. 
Suddenly they become destructive and careless. They 
don't seem to care if spoons line the walkways and ice 
creams sit in the stairwells for weeks. Nothing on campus 
really belongs to the students. The buildings, wooden 
benches, and even the trees are not ours. They were here 
when we arrived and will remain when we leave, regard-
less of how we treat them. Nothing is owned: it is rented. 
That distant tuition bill is seen more as a purchased privi-
lege to destroy than an invested share in the school. In 
abandoned ice-cream cones I see the sad attitude that: "it's 
not ours, who cares what we do. We'll be gone." Lots of 
people care. I care. If everyone could just . eat their ice 
creams, or throw them away, or not get them at all if the re-
sponsibility is just too great, then maybe those of us who 
can handle it won't loose our cones! 
Julie Chipman is a freshman at UNH. 
,.. I' 
; : ', 
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Looking for a 






as a Tutor-Counselor. 
Upward Bound is a federally funded 
educational program designed to help High 
School Students set and achieve their 
highest educational and career goals. 
Call 862-1562 for more info. 
. ~ 
' . ' 
Order your college ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A · S . C O L L E G E R I N _ G TM 
Date: 4/17 to 4/24 Time: 12 to. 4pm Deposjt:$40 
-"""-
To' w· · n and Campus Downto~n =rcrn §]ii 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details.· See our complete ring ~lection on display 
88-770C(Cf41oS-Qo) 
Looking for Energetic, 
Dedicated-and Committed 
persons to Join the 
SAFE RIDES TEAM 
-gain valuable experience 
-become more involved in 
student life 
~great resume material 
-compensated position $ 
Deadline - April 23rd. 
i":'iif call 5696 or 5697 or 
[Lll Pick up application in Safe Rides 
~ · Mailbox in basement of the 
· MUB,, qr roo111_ 246 St9ke_.Ha_IL .. 
. ,) 
~TO THE .iNISH 
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 
Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At 
The Most Exciting Race •n Europe ... The Tour De France! 
. As you race to Jhe finish of the school yeai; 
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH" 
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these 
great prizes: ' 
· GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER 
An all,expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the 
1990 Tour de France. 
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS 
A Raleigh Assault" or Finesse" All-Terrain Bike. 
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS 
. A go-anywhere Fanny Pack. 
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS 
A sports water bottle. 
To enter, just race over to the campus contact 
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on 
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be 
the most rewarding test of your college career! 
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN"' 
ZINITNCJ• 
data systems .. 
Groupe Bull 
Form No. 1246A · 
Buy APC, 
Get A Bike FREE! 
Buy any of our 
qualifying 
desktop systems* at 
a great studen~ price, 
and get a Raleigh 
All-Terrain Bike · 
ABSO~UTELY FREE! 
Now at. 
University of New Hampshire 
MemQrial Union Building 
Monday - Friday 
. 8:.00AM - 4:30PM 
~b;uiii:::;;;;::..:::;;:A-;:_:=t,;:,~~~':wv~~----
HURRY! SWEEPSThKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990! 
G raphics simulate Microsoft* Windows, a product of Microsoft Corporation. 
•Qual ifying systems i'nclude-Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20, Z-286 
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor. 
® 1990, Zenith Data Systems 
, • 'i ._l ·i, ·' •• ' , ! . " ,: 
• ,fl '- " 
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"Goblin Market"-- Sensitive Creation 
. By Stephanie Artz 
A dollhouse, a rocking 
chair, and two Victorian women. 
Goblin Market, a chamber musi-
cal by Polly Pen and Peggy Har-
mon, was presented by UNH 
Mask and Dagger in the Hen-
nessey Theater last Friday night. 
Danielle Howard and Linette 
Strout appeared as sisters Laura 
and Lizzie in a story about re-
straint, desire and sisterly love. 
Goblin Market, based 
on the poem by Christina Ros-
setti, illustrated two women's 
response to the temptations of · 
"little Goblin men" whom wan-
der the forest enticing maide11.s 
who dare to look and listen from 
their gates after dark. The temp-
tation was for fruit, and for the 
intoxification that, once experi-
enced, consumed all thought and 
strength and must be purged or 
feasted upon again. Conflict in 
the sister's reactions to the Gob-
lins and their wares set the plot 
for a two-person Alice in Won-
P[ay 
~view 
derl~nd, where story-telling 
rhyines pass for dialogue and 
fruit explodes into sparkles on 
the floor. Laura falls into deadly 
peril after a wicked night at the 
Goblin feast and it is up to the 
other sister, Lizzie, to brave the 
night and · restrain the Goblin's 
lusiviousness in order to save 
her sister's life. 
Interpreted as you like, 
the play is either a fairy tale, a 
Dracula in Wonderland,ora par-
able. The women entered 
dressed in Victorian black, un-
dressed to ballet slippers and 
bloomers and · after the tale 
dressed again in grown-up black, 
laced-up boots and proper veils. 
· They covered the children's fur- · 
niture and left as they came in -
silent, except for footsteps of 
women on a hard floor. With 
one last goblin motif from the 
piano, they exited. Howard and 
Strout returned on stage to a 
standing ovation. 
· •· The Sunday Special Delights 
By Mathew Gross . · 
I'm sorry folks; i 've 
been a little lazy lately. I saw Ian 
McCulloch in Providence a few 
weeks ago and I didn't write a 
review. Luckily, I was wearing 
rubber-soled shoes when I was 
struck . by lightning. But still, 
nothing in.pop sparked my inter-
est, and nothing seemed worth 
the effort of a review. But two 
seyesque lyrics ("England my 
country, the home of the free/ 
such miserable weather") create 
the one, final, and true successor 
to 1980' s Manchester. A WUNH 
D .J. wondered, '1s this Morrissey 
with a sex change?" One can 
understand his confusion, with 
lines like "it's my life/ though I 
. can't be sure what I want any-
new bands have come along and more" floating through the song. 
reaffirmed my faith in modern TheSunday'snewsingle, 
~ !Music ~view I 
music, and so I lift them for all to 
see. 
Four years ago, guitarist 
David Gavurin met Harriet 
Wheeler at Bristol University, in 
England. The two took to writing 
songs together, and eventually 
. they roped in two friends to play 
bass and drums. The result was a 
band called The Sundays, whose 
debut London gig in August of 
1988 earned them rave review in 
all three of the national U .K. music 
mags, as well as several record 
offers. They signed with the Lon-
don independent company Rough 
Trade, and their first single, "Can't 
Be Sure", nearly broke into the 
Top 40-which is virtually un-
heard of for an independent band. · 
And so The Sundays have become 
the press darlings of all of Eng-
land, and with good reason. 
"Can't Be Sure", released 
as a single in March of 1989, is a 
hauntingly beautiful mix of faint 
drums and a simple, sad progres-
sion . of single guitar notes. This, 
combined with Wheeler's Morris-
"Here's Where The Story Ends", 
finds a fuller and even more beau-
tiful sound. "All the everything I 
ever really wanted to say was 
wrong," becomes an infectious 
chorus, and Wheeler's voice 
achieves a weeping timbre that 
dwarfs both Natalie Merchant and 
Bjorn (of the Sugarcubes). Both 
singles appear on .the Sundays' 
newl0-songalbum,Reading, Writ-
ing, and Arithmetic, released State-
side by Geffen a few minutes. ago. 
Buy it. Also, a U.S. tour is sched-
uled for this summer. Seeit. 'Cause 
The Sundays may damn well be 
the best new band on the planet. 
A slightly different breed 
of pop is found on The Lightning 
Seeds' debut album, 
Cloudcuckooland , released · two 
Weeks ago on MCA Records. 
Despite the plurality of the name, 
The Lightning Seeds consists 
solely of Ian Broudie, who has 
produced albums for such big 
names as The Bunnymena~d Icicle 
Works. The first single off the 
album is the addictive "Pure", 
>~_=y!f~;· 
The Sundays -- possibly the best musical addition to the 90's · 
which was the U.K summer hit of currently in the College Top Ten), your headphones with this one. · 
last year and which deserves to be which will boost the sales of the Of note: Morrissey' s new 
the American summer hit of this album, which is also quite good. single, "November Spawned A 
year. The simple keyboard and TheNewOrderishguitarof "Joy'' , . Monster",hasfinallybeenreleased 
dreamy imagery of the lyrics creates the best slow dance tune in the UK, and should be out on 
("raindrop~ splash· rainbows'() sin(e O.M.D.'s 1981 (!) hit, "Sou- these shores by the first of May. 
wins this year's award for cutesy _venir", -lnd the acoustic guitars on Expect a review in these pages 
techno-sweetness.Iguaranteethat "The Price" are pretty pretty and a twenty-song compilation 
this will be a crossover hit (it is pretty. You'll be smiling through album from the Manchester Quiff 
by year's end. Bye bye. 
•! /f l 1 ; I I I I I I 
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Milli Vanilli's Strong Vocals, A Really 
Cheesy Mac, And Earth. Day Sensibilities 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Good news on the movie 
front: we-will all be celebrating a 
merry, merry Christmas this year 
with Three Men- and a Little Lady, 
the guaranteed funfest sequel to 
Touchstone Films' 1987 classic 
ThreeMenandaBaby. Hey-I won't 
need any other presents this year. 
Touchstoneisreallyonaroll, what 
with their big box office concu-
bine comedy Pretty Woman, and 
surpassingly riotous Ernest Goes 
to Jail, and the timely Spaced Invad-
ers (weren't they popular around 
1980?). Michael Eisner is a true 
had actually heard of Earth Day 
before this year? _Be honest, ye 
polluters. Now, I certainly think 
it is a good cause, but sanctimony 
is in the air. You can smell it. For 
most people, people like you and 
me who for 364 days a year are 
not particularly environmentally 
conscious, EarthDay is a day for 
them to ease their consciences and 
feel like their doing something 
for the worl9. This is also known 
as Live Aid· Syndrome. Still, a 
good cause is a good cause, I 
:::::::::::::=t\:/}\?t}:\:\;{:}::::::-::-:•.• :-.• .·.·. ·.· .. ·.·.·.·.· ·.·.·.·. ·.·.·. ·.,.· .. 
·· ···· · · llll■■ill■■ellll 
genius. Yep. 
A pair of n~w releases from a 
:.·.· ~; ·. / ___ pair_ of lumbering behemoths: 
_-:,.,, __ ._., .'. : _,.. U.ttleii:'§?Bt., who were never even 
'.c;)Jet~~l:J:?c:~; 
'° _•. ::/'~ t<:~Jtavep.'t been ·remotely interesting 
· '-...,. .~~itherseparatelyorcollectivelyfor 
· at least a decade weigh in with 
Behind the Mask. Is Lindsay Buck-
. ingham on this one? Can Stevie 
Nicks achieve h~r goal of singing 
•· like a female Dyl~!l on a b~d 
morning? Does anybne care? 
Hafids up: how many people 
suppose. 
Twin Peaks is the first TV 
shqw I have actively looked for-
ward to seeing every week in a 
long, long time. . _ 
The big Milli Vanilli show 
last weekend certainly drew 
raves. Can you believe they lip-. 
· synched for the Whole show?!? 
Amazing. It makes you appreci-
ate the great individual talents o( 
The Monkees. Or Menudo. 
. Congratulations to Sean Car-
roll, Arts Editor elect. "· ... ,· 
LAPHOS is coming. Soon. 
Bless you ail. 
The nationally renowned David Parsons Dance Company 
took the stage of the Johnson Theater last Monday as part of the 
UNH 89-90 Celebrity Series. The program consisted of six me-
dium-length pieces and lasted for two all too short hours, during 
which the company held the audience rapt. 
The first presentation, Three Courtesies, was both graceful 
and visually witty. Parson's choreography, set to the music of J.S. 
Bach, was a take on the mannered world of Ballroom dance. The 
three couples onstage_ were formally dressed, with white dresses 
gloves, tails and the like; everything seemed set for an excerpt of 
the Christmas Party from the Nutcracker Suite, but Parsons quickly 
shattered expectations by reversing the stereotypical roles of the 
retiring, twittering women and the dominating men. Instead, the 
men were literally being walked on, thrown to the ground and sat 
on by their partners. The formality associated with the ballroom 
was ~rther ruptured when one of the dancers actually stopped to 
urinate (in mime) against the rear curtain. It would be wrong, 
however, to give the impression that this piece was only a farce; the 
content aside, the whole was graceful and technically excellent. 
-Other interesting pieces included .Radio Durham, a solo im- · 
provisational dance that was set to the music of a box with twenty 
preset local radio stations. The dancer had a remote control and 
improvised to twenty second to one minute sound bites, wittily 
interpreting everything from Barry Manilow to a redneck pickup 
truck commercial. The speed with which he switched stations was 
truly impressive; he never seemed at a loss, never stopped moving. 
The most fascinating part of this segment was simply the fact that 
this piece was completely personalized, ·completely ephemeral, 
even for dance which is fleeting enough as it is. 
The real highlight (a joke that will be apparent momentarily) 
Celebrity 
Series . 
Parson's Dance Co. Amazes 
With Grace and Light 
of the night was the solo by the man himself David Parsons, in his 
piece Caught: Caught was set to the music of Robert' Fripp (the 
driving force bel}ind King Crimson, one of the more influencial 
experimental bands). The segment included · amazing work with 
twin strobe lights. Parsons would be "caught" by the strobe at the 
apex of an amazing leap; his he1ght and hang time would have made 
any NBA player green with envy. At each flash of the strobes, which 
came seemingly only fragments of seconds apart, Parsons would ap-
pear in the same po~e high in the air, yet somewhere far across the 
stage. He seemed to be levitating wh_irling around the stage without 
touching down, one of the most amazing things I have ever seen in 
live performance. The audience kept breaking into spontaneous 
applause every ffW seconds. This segment was originally developed 
as a video that aired on national television on the show Alive From 
Off Center in '88. 
Parsons is no small coup for the UNH Celebrity Series, which 
has really outdone itself this season .. They've brought us the cultural 
gamut everything from the opera La Boheme to theNative American 
myth cycle Giving Birth to Thunder, Sleeping with his Daughter, 
Coyote Builds North America. Parsons has created works for the 
American Ballet Theater, The Ballet Metropolitan, and Nureyev and 
Baryshnikov. His company has performed around the world from 
Milan's Teatro Lirico to the Hancher Auditorium at the University of 
Iowa. · 
The David Parsons Dance Company was well worth the time 
and money no matter what your experi~nce with or knowledge of the 
dance, an ev~nt with something for everyone. As the -penultimate 
- presentation of this year's Celebrity Series, it has_set the stage for the 
final performance of the year, The New York Windwood Quintet's 
concert on May 7. 
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A Solid Bostottiarr:Debitt 
By J.W. Morss 
"If you need to interpret the 
blues, please don't do it here," a 
tiny voice behind me said. I turned 
around but there was no oneth~re. 
So what that I'd already mistaken 
the sound man for the drummer, 
or the guitarist for a friend whose 
pa'rty Yd -bloWrt ',~ff earlier' that 
night. So what that e:very day I 
have the blues. Apparently I also 
have a whiny conscience. Shaken 
but sober, I turned back to address 
Sandman, the "low'' (bass) guitar-
ist for Boston's premier blues-rock-
and-bop outfit,Treat Her Right. 
Sandman is an intimidating 
figur~maybe that's only because 
he's the first working musician 
I've talked to who's taller than me. 
Anyway, I asked Sandman What 
he thought about listeners (and I 
know they re out there) who rally 
around thecaustiC'"I Got A Gun." 
He just smiled knowingly. I'm 
glad he didp.'t give me any NRA 
crap .. The tune reminded me of a 
similar tune by Lou Reed off Blue 
Mask where a gun doesn't mean 
much in a straight-shooting world. 
So you don't need a gun or a 
thought that she likes you (it'll 
only get you in a bar fight) when 
you see this band. All you need is 
IMUSiC ~view I 
_a feeling for music to get you _ 
through · the night. The band's 
trademark sound is composed of . 
~on:re{Jim) Fitting harmonica and -
(Dave) Champagne slide embed-
Treat Her Right in full_force ·(photo by J.W. Morss) 
ded in Sandman guitar and Billy "I_ Think She Likes Me." 
Conways cocktail drum. RCA Critics' and fans' expectations 
reissued the band's indie debut in were upheld on Treat Her Right' s 
1987 which created a buzz among 1989 follow-up Tied To The Tracks. 
critics that they could be the next Although Tracks didn't really chart 
big ,thirtg-to "cd'tnec:out of Boston. · any new territory, the work moves 
, · well from foe artchees·y· opener Treat Her Right is a solid qebut 
containing the b 1 ues-tl\ra_sJ:1-y · "Junky_ard"through so_ngs like the 
"Bringing It All Back Home" and cute Beefheart cover, ';Bit A M;an" 
· th'e winsomely warped "Jesus (what the Cap't. said a girl liad' to 
· E. · d ,,11 11 th d" t do just to get.a man tq notice),,and · 
t@,;j f ry ~, · as w~ · as ._ era !ocu the stirring song of fa.te "No Rea-
son" totheend where we go "Back 
To Sin City'' in one headlong-blues 
rush. ,. ·' 
Treat Her Right isn't in any 
rush·. to be,:J~m,~\l!i,< ~~Iitr~~~:lw.:}~ 
con tent to :ff:eat]fit'eF Boston'-"a~a 
fi~ds right ~~~ke~d after ·week-
.. e~d . On t11e ·od~ -nightyo:u mig~t 
see·oneof the bandrn¢mbers team-
ing up onstage with other musi-
cians around Cambridge just for 
the hell of :it. Last Saturday in 
Grover's the band-previewed the 
new songs "·Mona'.s Sis.ter" and 
"Inner Beauty" which might ap-
pear on a sornetime-to,.bea-released 
third- wor:k.· The crowd wasn't as 
worked up as I'd seen them: other 
nights. -ThE;! band_ stiU co<;>ked._. -
:· though . an~ -finished ·up with a 
houseburning ''Viva Las Vegas." 




You have the fun. 
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Af'llSO presents 
Sunday April ,22 
7 & 9:30 . 
· Strafford Room, .MUB 
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''Conveniently 
located on the 
Coast bus roxte•" 
Maplewood V~• 
The Best of the Bunch 
' . . 
-BAM'l'MAJ -
~■A.R & GRILL~~ . 
PAGE 23 
...... • Lobster . ■ Steaks ■ BBQ Ribs ♦,.+.,_♦ 
~ ■ Burgers ■ Salads ■ Pizza ~ 
Live Top-40 Dance Entertainment 
172 Hanover St.next to Parking Garage) 431 5795 
Downtown Porstmouth, N.H. • 
( AfC ] ( 'V!S57.] [ 51/X. ) 57.ccepted 
STRAFFORD PLACE 
LEASE NOW FOR '90-'91 
Studio Rooms and Suites. AU rooms with Kitchenettes. 
A few Apartments still available. 
Call 868-2192 for information. 
Mon.-Fri. 9am~ 1 pm, 2pm-4pm 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Dur/ham, New Hampshire Q3824 








The award-winningrestaurant at the New 
England Center now has a new name: 
t6ewoods. 
. Walk into the woods and you'll discover 
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday 
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New 
Ha mpshire by New Hampshire Profiles 
magazine!) , and delicious Sunset Specials, 
served da_ily from 5:30 p.fJl. 
In our wine bar, you can ·sample fine wines 
by the g lass from the most varied wine list 
in the state . Sip your favorite beer or cock-
tail. Qr nibble on tempting hors d 'oeuvres 
- and sandwiches. 
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us 
often. For reservations, ca ll (603) 862-2815. 
t s 
restaurant and wine bar 
A t t h e N e w E n g I a n -d C e n t e r 
15 Strafford Avenue , D urh a m , NH 
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I CAN'T 5EE MUCJI · 
··IN YHt5F TALL · 
;' ;!Jf I>{_· f_f!.!frl. 5" J . -
- ~ 
BY Jfff HA~US 
HACKS HALL TAKE PRJDE IN U,N
,H.! 
'F'R10£ 'VAY 1> Tl?PAY ------------
APRIL -::i..CJ,)I/ .1 By JoHN H1RTLE/ 
YOU KNOW., THIS 
JS EARTH DA 
---------J T'S 5UPP0S£D TCJ 8£' THFN WHY D() YOU H£V~ TOBACCO PLJJNT.S 
A T>AY FOR . 1?E.SPECT/N6 INSIST ON MAKE= OXYGEN Tt?P.,, 
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located on the 
Coast bus route· ,, 
. Maplewood Ave. . -
The Best of the Bunch 
BAM'XMAI . 
~dllA.Aaa& GRILL~ 
~+..♦ ■ Lobster ■ Steaks ■ BBQ Ribs ~+..♦ 
~ • Burgers ■ Salads ■ Pizza ~ 
Live Top-40 Dance Entertainment 
. 172 Hanover St4n.exttoParkingGarage) 431-5795 
Downtown Porstmouth, N.H. 





ril Earth Day ril ril Earth Day 161 
~ Activities ~ · ~ Activities ~ 
Arm Wrestling Contest 
• • 
't 
• Little Sibs · 
· f' Weekend 
, Men's Baseball '-@ 
11:00am-8:00pm andLacrosse " 0 




~ 4pm lower Quad 
Coffeehouse ~ -
Stoke8pm W ,n-,· 
• Beat the Clock 
(7). 3-6pm 
W Teams-of six 
Drive-In Movie :Fi&s 
double feature 8pm 
*:+:J♦ Fireworks - Display 
RoadRace 
9am J\ 
Giant Musical J 
Chairs 
11am Lower Quad . 





~ · 8pm · 
Horton,Rm4 
Outrageous Obstacle 
• • Course • 
•♦'+ 1pm •♦'+ 
Memorial Field 
GibbsAid ~ 
For more information, call 862-4YOU or stop by room 126 of the MUB 
<!l ft ~ riN@ \J,e1K 1~--9 ~ a .,,--;,____ 20-2, · 
All floors .are grouped seperately with the following exceptions: 
Christensen [ 1A & 2A; 3A & 4A; 5A & 6A; Devine ground & 1st 
& 7 A & SA; 9A & 10A; ,. Hitchcock ground & 1st 
Williamson 1C & 2C & 2B; 3B & 3C; 4B & 4C Sawyer ground & 1st 
. Lord ground & 1st floor . Smith ground & 1st; 3rd & 4th 
Jessie Doe 1st & 2nd; 3rd & 4th All minidorms, fraternities, & soroities are 
Randall ground & 1st grouped as whole houses. 
.. ....... "-
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f/:(/()a.m.•01eni119 of f'/Esm /'1</0 
· ,. - -~ •.:rAH SP/Rlr -~.9.9~e ,, 
• Cafe' a.[ :lJente · 
• /#lethqfto11al ·lnl(JO,- Pt~lay 
•/nfethtJt/onal 5/oty ?el//11.9 
/1/00 ,~. • 1/ew 1/awy,s}ii,e #J-ko./Jesor Gen-llemen 




· · Noodle Game 
-UiUfuurJi, conbst 
/:Oo f·"'· • 7ollY 8111D 
- •WERZ 
1.~30 p,m . • r AN 14<- Si-eel Di-u111 ~hd 
'f:00 P·/11· • Alrka,, masie 11111 dA..e 
• Food Fest/vo.l 6e.9/11s 
:OO p, m. • New 1/a,n,,s/,i;e #oleaJ/es or 6en-llemen 
S:oo f·"'· • A#Vf HAfffJ.. -UMH &rlerlo.iner 
f :OO p,m. • Gary SreJ2/e11s~/ 
8:oo p.n, . • 7"11l's All fi,/ /(s II 
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to turn? Contact STUDENT easycommutetoUniversity. Whynot $283/mo.includesoilheat.&H20. NoD __ av_e_86_8_-7_1_2_0 ____ ..:,._ _ ___;,, 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 
208 
own? Benefit from your investment, bimbos please! 868-1395. 
Attention Parents: Tired of paying 
your child's rent? Invest in this 3 
bedroom 2 bath townhouse. Great 
location. Walk to campus. Immaatlate 
home, backyard, screened porch. 
Large eat-in kitchen. Cathedral 
ceilinged master bedroom. $122,000 
Call 868-7498 
· Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. creative financing available, only 
$68,500. Call Century 21 Atrio 
IBM-PC. Real IBM quality 512K. Two 
slots for disks. Lots of floppies. Word 
processing software. All manuals. 
Okidata printer. A lesson or two 
included. Has had home use only. 
Greatbuyat$600! Call868-2156-then 
get ready to do those term papers on 
your own computer. 
1986 SUZUKI SAMURI, red 
convertible, AM/FM cassette, four 
wheel drive, 27 MPG, $1900 / BO. 
CHRIS603-942-5671,Northwood,NH 
Selling a desk, dresser, and couch for a 
very low cost. By separate or as a 
package. Call Sue 868-2767. · 
*SOFTWARE,. WORD PROCESSOR* 
MICROSOFT WORK 5.0- 3.5" Disks. 
9r'iginal Disks AND MANUALS. 
$100.00 Call 868-6544 
980 Honda motorcycle, 70cc, good 
condition. asking $315, 862-5730 call 
after4 p.m. 
Need to sell: 20WATTPANASONIC 
STEREO. One piece unit with am/ fm, 
dual cassette, high speed dubbing and 
dolby, record player, remote control, 
and matching speakers. Great 
condition. I upgraded and need the 
money. Makeanoffer. Call BILL 862-
5633. 
'86)'ugo. Goodshape;runswell. Great 
student or 2nd car. 63K. AM/FM. 
Rustproofing. $1,000 obo. 431-2186 
., after 7pm. ' · 
BIORYTHMS - 12 month printout. 
Send $14.00 and birthdate to CB 
Enterprises, POB 6561, Portsmouth, 
NH03802 
Make Your Own Beer, booklet tells 
you how. Send$4.95toCBEnterprises, 
POB 6561, Portsmouth, Nf-1 03802 
Mtn. BIKE -1989 Miele - SHIMANO 
COMPONENTS - IN EXC. SHAPE. 
BOUGHTFOROVER$600. SELLING 
FOR $325. CALL DAVE 862-5717 
WINDSURFING EQUIPMENT 
Never used 6.2 meter R.A.F. $175. Mast 
$50, Locking Boom $75. New Harness 
$30. Many Accessories-CHEAP! 868-
3756 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100, Fords, 
· Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Sm:ph.IS 
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A 
18,587 
Avatar Consignment Shop 
Windy Knoll Village 
62 Portsmouth Ave 
S~ratham, N .H. 
Gowns, jewelry, collectibles, 
handicrafts, men's, women's, 
children's (infants - 6x) clothing. 
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday: 9:30 - 5. 
Thursday: 9:30- 7 
ar,w•jjf4(9¼~-"· 
Charming Victorian Bed + Breakfast 
in Dover. Only 10 minutes to campus. 
Pinky's Place - 742-8789 
PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESSING FOR ALL REPORTS, 
THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., 
TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, LASER 
PRINTING. EXPERIENCED, 
REASONABLE, QUICK-RETURN. 
JANET BOYLE, 659~3578. 
10 Ways to Stretch Your Scholarship 
Chances, Send $100 to Scholarship 
Data Ser.vices, POB 6561, Portsmouth, 
NH03802 . 
.a:[0X!HiU1I 
Durham summer sublet: 2 persons 
needed for spacious apt. on Main St. 
High ceilings, porch, large backyard, 
plenty of sunlight. 868-6701 
Properties, (603) 433-1555 for viewing. 
Te_achers - Rochester apartment, 
irnmaculate2 bedroom, kitchen, dining 
& living rooms, heat, hot water 
included, laundry hook-up, garage. 
$575 per month, security deposit. No 
pets. 332-7215. 
Durham Apar_tment: Walk to campus, 
2 bedroom for 3 or 4 people. Call 868-
1632. 
MANCHESTER, ROOMMATE , NEWMARKET APARTMENT FOR 
WANTED! MALE OR FEMALE. RENT: 2bedrooms,largelivingroom, 
CLEAN, HON?ST, WORKING! TO kitchen + bath. On K-van route plus 
~HARE LUXURY 2 BED, 2 BATH, plentyofparkingspaceavailable. Heat 
ARAGE, CENTRAL . AIR, + hot water included in rent. Some 
DISHWASHER, WALL TO WALL furniture also available. Apt. available 
CARPET, SAUNA, JACUZZI, LAP May 1st. Call 659-3654 or 659-5025 
POOL, UNIVERSAL MACHINE, nights. 
POOL TABLE, PING PONG, LAWN ---------.----
& YARD, CATHEDRAL CEILINGS 
BIG ROOMS! NEED TO FILL BY 5/1 
AT LATEST, 4/14 AT SOONEST! 
$335/MO. $125 SECURITY, All 
utilities are additional. (apx $35/mo) 
CALL 622-3925 / LEA VE MESSAGE. 
ASK FOR MARC. *NO DRUGS-NON 
SMOKER OR LIGHT SMOKER 
Summer on Martha's Vineyard,. 5 
· Bedroom house, sleeps 7 on 
Chappaquiddick. $8500 for summer. 
Call 603-644-5961 or 603-623-3374. 
Female Roommate. Gose to Beaches 
and 95 for summer work. Separate 
sunny bedroom. Large house. 2 
BATHS. $300 mo. + 1 /2 utilities. 742-
1875 DAYS. 926-2016 after 9 p.m: 
RENT AL - HAMPTON BEACH 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FULLY 
FURNISHED. REASONABLE. $450 / 
MONTH. CALL 617-246-1431 / 245-
0733 AFTER 6:00 PM 
Newmarket - 2 room efficiency. 
Includes hot water. Paneled, carpeted, 
first floor, launderette, parking.-
Security deposit, no pets, negotiable 
lease. $360monthlyplusoilheat. 603-
659-2655. 
Ce>-ed summer housing at AGR. $35 / 
week, $100 deposit. Also rooms 
available for fall (males). · To inquire, 
call Andre, 868-9859. 
DURHAM - Furnished single 
bedrooms with shared bathroom for 
female students only. Available for 
1990-91 academic year. Private 
entrance. Ten minute walk from T-
Hall. Off street parking. $1150 per 
semester including utilities. Call 868-
2217 after 4 pm. 
Summer sublet! Right on Main St! 
Female needed to share spacious apt. 
with others. Available early if needed. · 
Cheap! Call Tricia 868-142~ 
Dover - Quiet, responsible female 
needed to share sunny 2-bedroom apt. 
Off-street parking, K-van, walk to 
down town. $237.00 includes heat and 
hot water. No smoking, drugs, or 
heavy drinking. Julie 749-6658 
SUMMER RENTAL 
- Student house rooms available. 
$200.00 per month. June - August. 1 
mile from campus. Call ELAINE 332-
2568 or 335-2685 
FALL SEMESTER ROOMS 
AVAILABLE 
Student house- 1 single bedroom $1350 
per semester. 1 double bedroom $1200 
per semester. Heat included. Lots of 
room. Quiet location 1 mile from 
campus. Call ELAINE 332-2568 after 
six 
ATTENTION PARENTS! Quality 2 
BR Condo, fully applianced, W /D, 
One summer sublet available- wicked 
close to downtown Dover! Large 
family room, eat in kitchen. Washing 
machine, oil heat. Humungous 
backyard, walking distance to · 
Karavan! Off street par-king on 
premises. $215 per month, a way-cool 
deal! Call Skippy at 743 0848 ... 
Centrally located in Dover near 
Karivan route. 4 bedrooms; living 
room,k.itchen. 625includesheat. Lease 
required. No pets. 742- 7908 between 
7-9p.m. 
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bed room, 1 
bath, fireplace, washer/dryer, sun 
deck, gas, heat, storage, weight room 
and sauna. Bus route - $62,000 owner 
will finance! Call (207)' 676-9372 
Two girls to share bedroom in a fully 
'F-Shirts 
, ~ --- --
! . TM 







Wearables • Buttons 
Pens - Stickers - Etc. 
.9lrtist on Staff 
furnished 2 bedroom 2 bath / 
dish washer apt. on Edgewood Rd- 10 
minutes to T-hall. Semester cost of 
$1,250includesutilities-Call868-5669 
for interview or Sarah at 868-9850 
2 Fully Furnished Bedrooms/ study-
shared bath / phone washer/ dryer + 
kitchen privileges in Madbury Rd 
faculty home for 2 female friends. 
Applicantsmusthaveasenseofhumor 
and responsibility- 1,100 per semester 
- Call 868-5669 for information. 
Wanted - one roo·mmate to share 
Fall and/ or Summer Rental - 3 BR 
Duplex Unit iri Lee, 3.5 miles from 
Campus. No pets, Non-Smokers, 
Avail. June 1 at $660/mo for Summer 
and Sept 1 at $825 /mo for Fall plus 
Utilities. Security Deposit, Lease . 
Clean/ nice. Call 659-5932 
Fall and/ or Summer Re~tal. 2 BR/2 
pers. Apt in Lee, 2.5 miles from 
Campus. NoPets,Non-smokers: Avail 
·June 1 at $460/mp for Summer and 
Septl at$550/mofor Fall plus Utilities. 
Security Deposit, Lease. Gean/Nice. 
Call 659-5932 , 
STUDIO IN COUNTRY, FIELDS, 
POND, WOODS, SPACE, LOTS OF 
LIGHT, PRIVACY, GARDENS 
PARKING, LEAVE MESSAGE, WILL 
RETURN. CALL, 659-6341. 
ROOM IN COUNTRY HOUSE 
FIELDS, WOODS, POND, TWO 
WOOD STOVES PLUS ELECTRIC 
SP ACE, GARDENS, PARKING:-
LIGHT, LEA VE MESSAGE, 659-6341. 
Roommate - non-smoking female to 
share 2 BR Apt. W /0, parking, off 155 
Dover. Split 575.00 plus utilities to 
move in May 1. 749-4122 
SUMMER SUBLET - 2-3 roommates 
needed to share nice spaciotis 
apartment at The COOPS. Available 
June-August. Call Ann 868-2476/ 
Wendy 868-1617 ANYTIME 
Durham-Beautiful3BRcontemporary 
house walking _ distance to campus. 
Avail.Junel sec.dep.req. $1200/mo. 
faculty or staff only. 868-1676 
DURHAM-Femaleroommateneeded 
for great apt. at Red Towers on Main 
St. for next year. Call Amy 862-4461 
FOR RENT6/1/90 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT ON 
· MILL RD INPRIVA TE HOME625.00/ 
MONTH, HEAT & HOT WATER 
INCLUDED PARKING FOR 1 CAR/ 
SORRY NO PElS 868-2458 
FOR RENT 5/1/90 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
DOVER $375.00 & HEAT. NICE 
CONDITION I OFF STREET 
PARKING. SORRY NO PETS 868-
. 2458 
4 Bedroom Apt- Dover. greatlocation,-
off-street parking, laundry, near 
karivan. $850/mo plus utilities- Call 
868-5995 
2 furnished bedrooms, living room, 
bathroom. Short walk to campus. 
$1000 per semester including utilities. 
Call 868-2182 after 4 pm. 
One bedroom apartment for two 
peopleavailableinthefall. Downtown 
on Main Street. Call Karen - 868-5794. 
DURHAM. Singles, doubles, and 
suites in renovated building across 
from New England Center. All units 
have kitchenettes. Ask about free 
Disney World vacation. Call868-2192. 
Summer Housing $35 a week 1 month 
deposit / Now taking applications for 
fall semester. Room/Board/Social. 
$1,450 plus $100 refundable room 
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho call for 
Andre 868-9859 
Cape Cod Summer Rental sleeps 6-7, 
furnished, West Yarmouth-Close to 
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early - available 
weekends for job hunting. Call after 5 
pm 508-477-3586 
Roommate needed for summer sublet 
of a 2 bedroom house. in Durham. 
Furnished $300 plus utilities. Tim or 
SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED! 
iiiii _· : 
Missing: small, black, plastic case 
containing s~veral computer disks. 
Very important. Contains semester-
long project. Please call Tim at 862-
4526. 
$100 Reward for Lost Bracelet. Gold 
filigree bracelet lost Monday 4/16 
around Nesmith/James/McConnell. 
Please return to call Pla~t- Biology 
x2065. 
Lost a short-haired grey and white cat 
around Forest Park April 6. Has 7 toes 
on front feet. Tummy slightly bald. 
Reward if found. Call Sallie 2329 (wk) 
. i •; -HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For detc1ils call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. · 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. w 
OFFICE ASSIST ANT work study 
position available for summer at 
International Student Services. Must 
be familiar with WordPerfect. 
Knowledge of DBASE III a plus. 
Duties include data entry, light 
typing, filing, etc. Call 862-2050 and 
ask for Kyle or Stuart. MUST BE 
WORK STUDY. . 
ORIENTATION STAFF WANTED 
for International Student Orientation. 
Meet students from all over the world! 
Fun! Must be available during last 
week of August. Fill out an 
application at International Student 
Services, Huddleston Hall, Room 208; 
or call Kyle or Stuart at 862-2050. 
ORIENTATION COORDINATOR 
WANTED International Student 
Orientation. Intern~tional 
educational experience is a must. 
Should also · have strong 
organizationalskillsandenjoypeople. 
Coordinator must be available for 
June and last two weeks in August. 
Paid position. Fill out an application 
at International Student Services, 
Huddleston Hall, Room 208; or call 
Kyle or Stuart at 862-2050. 
Summer Help - On Camps: UNH 
Dairy Bar Restaurant. Full-Time or 
Part-Time. COME IN or CALL 862-
1006. 
ATTENTION STARVING 
STUDENTS - Do you like to talk on 
the phone? We have just the right" 
part-time job for you - cali 743-3261 
for details. 
Looking for summer employment? 
We are a personnel service that offers 
a variety of temporary office positions 
in the Northern MA, Southern NH, 
andSouthemMEareas. Weoffertop 
wages and referral bonuses. Call Key 
Personnel. 964-9495 or 743-3373. 
::;... 
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SUMMER JOB - Pedal Cab Drivers 
Needed: Pedal your way into shape 
and into the CASH. Requires 
endurance and a friendly personality. 
Mustbewillingtogettan,makemoney, 
and have fun! Call Tyler at Down East 
Peddle Cab (207) 363-5502. 
A TIENTION- HIRING! Government 
jobs in you area. $17, 840 - $69, 485. 
Call 1-602-838-8885. . 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! 
. CRUISE.SHIPS AND CASINOS NOW 
HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! CALL 1-
602-838-8885 EXT Y~18587 
CASH FOR GOLD. The gold exchange 
will pay immediate cash for your gold 
in any form. 743-4796. Leave a 
message. 
IT'S ALMOST SUMMERTIME!!! 
LOOKINGFORAJOB, THATWON'T 
INTERFERE WITH THOSE LAZY 
DAYS OF BEING AT THE BEACH, 
WATCHING THE WORLD GO BY? 
DISABLED PERSON IN SEARCH OF 
A PERSONAL CARE A TIENDANT, 
FOR THE SUMMER. $6.25/HOUR, 
ACCESSIBLE TO SUMMER 
· STUDENTS IN THE DURHAM · 
AREA. JOB CONSISTS OF: personal 
grooming, house cleaning,. m~al 
preparation/food shopping, 
recreation/ con;ipanionship. For more 
info ... call868-l986LEAVEMESSAGE. 
APPLICANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS 
OR OLDER: 
IHiti0Ut4tt 
Squirming Senate swine! You are · 
unworthy of our contempt, miserable 
sluglike curs! 
~ BRAWNY - GET PSYCHED!!!!!! IT'S 
_:. ALMOST OVER. SOON YOU'LL BE 
HERE IN CALIFORNIA - WHERE 
THE SUN IS HOT AN)?THESURFIS 
HIGH. HANG IN THERE. LOVE 
YA, YOUR. FUTURE ROOMit:, ·. 
COLLEEN. P.S. OK. ... YOU CAN -
HA VE THE 1ST DOG, BUT I'M 
GEITiNG FISH!!!! . 
Mark: Thank you so much for the . 
earrings, the love, and the -nine 
months! If only we can both stay 
healthy! Love, Alyssa · 
Congratulations Brian and Anne 
Marie!! Thanks for lettingmedowhat 
I could to help out. Celebration time! 
-Dan 
Mo and Char- Have you found any 
lounges in the refrig~ator lately? 
Abolish empty wallets! Got ideas for 
t-shirts? Turn them into money -
low production cost. T-Shirts Plus 
431-4355 
Nice hair Mike. 
BETSY JANE -WRITE ME OR DIE. 
LOVE YOUR FRIEND IN 
CALIFORNIA WHO IS DYING 
WITHOUT YOUR FRIENDSHIP. 
COLLEEN. 
What's the difference between the 
Senate and chunks of yellow fat that 
acctimulate on chicken? The chunks 
clog your arteries- the Senate does 
Im@frlmnnngii 
Senators: don'tmiss thelastpersonal. 
Dawn-Happy Late Birthday! Sorry 
thatitdidn'tgetinon Tuesday. Have 
a FUN FUN FUN weekend with "your 
man"!! 
-THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1990 
Call Judie collect 508-7 44-12~i. 
The Student Senate All-Hair Softball 
Team 
Jonathan "I _love my Adam Curry-like 
do" Garthwaite 
Mike "My Hair Never Moves" 
Desmarais 
Kim "16 inch erect bangs" Varney 
Wally "I rub loose gravel in ·iny scalp" 
Keniston _ . 
Ted "My ·hairdresser is blind and 
epileptic. Can you tell?" Grimbilas 
BA TILE OF THE BICEPS 
UNH Open Arm wrestling 
Tournament. Saturday, April 21 -
interested call 862-4379 - charity 
"Durham Infant Center." 
SENIORS-Don'tmissSENIORWEEK! 
Buy tickets now at MUB ticket office! 
To all The New Hampshire 's wanna be 
softball players ... we sure hope you're 
all better athletes than you are 
journalists!... It would be a shame if 
you didn't have some talent at 
something. 
Sounds like I was telling lies about my 
first kiss as I babbled in my stupid 
stupor Wednesday night. I guess I 
should set some things straight. No · 
older man cajoled me into any hotel 
room. (Didireallysaythat?) We were 
. in a hotel parking lot, and we were 
both the same age. And by the way, 
· my age at that time was not 12, (Did I 
really say that too?) but 16 _or 17, I 
think. Golly, am I embarressed. I am 
so sorry for being so dumb. Next time 
say, "Hey! Shut up!" ' 
Senate-from the Greek, meaning, 
"Lifeless body of boot-licking Kinnear 
lackeys" 
Laphos-from the Greek, meaning, 
"Hilarious, inspired, visionary, 
incisive, cutti_ng hu.rn,or for th_e 
nineties-and beyond" · 
Bring canned food· or money to your 
dining hall to help HUDDLESTON 
HALL feed the hungry. April 23-27. 
A TrENTION! Have you ever run a 
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come 
claim your pictures! Sure, they' re nice 
Can Jeff end the world before May . - but we don't want them anymore! 
8th? Read The New Hampshire and Corne to Rm 110B, MUB. 
find out... 
HI HI HI BETSY 
Pathetic cringing squid-like senate 
bed-wetting poopy-butts! We will 
scrape you off our shoes as we would 
a pallid worm, left to die slowly after a 
rain storm! You are naught but a trail 
of slime left behind by a cancerous 
mollusk! Reel in pain, kelp-sucking 
eel-breathedvermin!We'reprettysure 
we're gonna win. 
HI HI HI BRAWNY 
Terri& Kathy: Happy late Birthday(s)! 
Attention Seniors: Buy your Senior 
Week tickets now!!! Atthe MUB ticket 
office. 
COLLEEN -ARE YOU TAN? I HOPE 
YOU AREHAVINGFUN.MISSYOU! 
GUESSWHO? 
Send a farewell message to your 
favorite graduating senio~. Ad space 
in the 1990 Granite yearb~k: small-
$5, medium -$l0, large -$20. Room 
125MUB. 
ADOPTION: Aloving-horneis-waiting 
for the b~'by (inf . . - '6 ·IIlos.) who will 
become partt>f Steve & Chris' family.· 
Women's Issues in Literature. · Free If you're considering adoption, please 
discussi~n. Bring material.· Men and · ·· call their adoption advisor, Dawn, af 
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 7 Friends in Adoption, 802-235-231~ 
pm, Chesire Rm. Contact: 862-2259 (collect). 1, 
WHAT: AGR's ANNUAL REGGAE 
BASH!!! .-,. 
WHEN: Sat~ April 28th 1:.5 pm 
WHERE;: Oufcioors at AGR / RAIN 
ORSHINE. . 
HOW: Stop by AGR or call 868-9859 
for info or tickets 
. DON'T MISS IT! 
Come and "Meet the Abortion 
Providers" on Monday, 4/23, 7-9 pm 
in Horton.rm.4. Sponsored by L.I.F.E. 
SENIOR WEEK - Info and tickets 
available at MUB ticket office now!! 
Tickets arelimited- buy them soon! 
HAS SMILING GUY E. GOTTEN 
C MORE GRA y HAIRS SINCE ANDY 
T. COTON .CAMPUS? BAVEYOU 
HUGGED YOUR JANITOR TODAY? 
Ela- Thanks for being ):QY. y OU are the 
best perspn in _ the world and you've 
made our time together the happiest 
and best time of my life. (H.A.) ILU. 
Marc Morin ~d Todd Workman ... so 
you guys exist too; this is very 
exciting ... where the hell is the fourth 
bro? Are you still alive Scott? 
·, fage. Get busy. Tuckerman'sthursday. 
Get psyched - Zolcheck 
Come to the 7th Annual Kappa Sigma 
Keg Toss. April 28th from 1-4 p.m. on 
the Kappa Sig lawn. Trophies + prizes. 
Proceeds to benefit Durham's Children 
Center. 
JIM PA TRICK -
I HA VE A CRUSH ON YOU. 
SEE YOU AT BENJI'S. 
Shtef - words cannot describe what a 
wonderful person and friend you are. 
I am truly honored. Lo:ve, "Captain 
Kirk" . 
ALPHA GAMMA RHO'S ANNUAL 
REGGAE BASH!!! Sat. April78th at 1-
5pm. Come toAGR's outdoor annual 
Reggae Bash, featuring the band 
"SA YL YN" in their last show ever! ($5 
cover charge). Food, beverages (soda 
and beer), and T-shirts availabl~. RAIN 
OR SHINE! For more info or tickets . 
stop by AGR or call 868-9859_. 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? 
N.1-J:. couple wishes to adopt a healthy 
infant. Will provide a loving, caring 
and secure home environment. 
Related expenses paid. Please contact 
our attorney, David S. Osterman at 
(603) 669-4589. 
Official Student Senate Exec. Board 
Predictions- Senate -15, The New 
Hampshire- 0 (Laphos - Less than 
nothing) .. · 
Fless, 
Let's pucker up and take a ride in the 
"new:" Flessexpress to · the Walk 
Around Restaurant again. Cathy 
SENIORS - For the best week <;>f your 
college career, buy 'SENIOR WEEK 
tickets now- $50.99-MUB Ticket office. 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, April 22 - 1-4 p.m., 1 Hill Dr., 
So: BerWicl<; .Me. 3 Bedroom / 8 room · 
on cul-de-sac, 1 acre, in-ground pool, 
desireable neighborhood behind 
Junior High ' school, near Rte. 236. 
$159,000 or best offer. Call owner for 
directions: 384-5608·• · · 
Scott (OLMSY)-
Where have you been all mylifedude? 
(Or at least the past couple of weeks) 
Give me a call. -Tammy 
Election Committee- Thanks so much 
for all your help. I could never have 
done it without all of you -Beth 
Leviathan - The movie - CATCH IT. 
Kim Armstrong- Can you score on the 
softballfield? ... orjustin all night A TM 
machines? 
Friday. 3:00 p;m. "Point of 
Parliamentary Procedure Snivelling · Kim A. Thanks for the shots. (ha.) I 
Geekboys" vs. "Noble Defenders of hopeyouenjoyedmakinganutterfool 
the First Amendment." Heads will be out of me. I didn't. 
TERRI, TERRI, TERRI. Here's a bit of 
advice from your pals. Just remember, 
we're only doing this because we love 
you: 
Make not thyself helpless in drinking in 
the beer shop. For will not the words of thy 
report repeated slip out from thy mouth 
without thy knowing that thou hast uttered 
them? Falling down thy limbs will be 
· broken, and no one will give thee a hand to 
help thee up. As for thy companions in the 
swilling of beer, they will get up and say 
~'Outside with this drunkard." 
How could they have known so many 
thousands of years ago that you would 
celebrate your 23rd birthday in such 
an indulgent way. Well,atleastwedid 
help you up when you fell in the 
_driveway. 
handed in abundance, mewling pasty-
faced parasitic glorified hall monitors! 
100 to 1: More people are entertained 
by the Senate - New Hampshire 
Softball'game than are entertained by 
Laphos. ,. 
Wendy, 
Happy birthday to the best big sister 
andfriendin the world! Love,Michele. 
P.S. No muchos just cheese 
ROSES! ROSES! ROSES! 
$10 DZ $1.50 SINGLE. FREE 
DELIVERY. PROCEEDS GOTO UNH 
SCHOLARSHIPFUN. CALL862-1021 
TUESDAYS + THURSDAYS FROM 
8AM TO 10AM. OFFER ENDS MAY 
10, 1990 
CASHFORGOLD. Thegoldexchange 
will pay immediate cash for your gold 
in any form. · 743-4796. Leave a 
message. 
TO THE GORGEOUS GUY IN THE 
"SKI DEAD" SHIRT, WHO GAVE 
BLOOD NEXT TO ME ON TUESDAY 
... IDIGYOU! 
VANESSA-
YOU HA VE BEEN THE BEST BIG $IS. 
THANK you ·FOR YOUR 
ENCOURAGEMENT AND 
FRIENDSHIP. LOVE YA - YOUR 
LITTLE, CARLA 
Coming soon, Kappa Sig's 7th Annual 
Keg toss. April 281-4 p.m. Sponsored 
by Busch, Dominoes Pizza, Skoal, and 
more!! 
Tina, you are the apple of my eye. I 
relish all my bus rides with you. 
Senior Week tickets available now thru 
April 27th. MUB ticket office. Don't 
miss out. 
WILDWOMAN-
50, WHICH PETER WAS IT? .NICE 
TO MEET HIM. IN THE DARK. 
SHERA TON TARA, NOT TOWER. -
THE BIMBO 
BLONDE BIMBO-
TO HELL WITH COLLEGE 
. PLAYERS. AHL, NHL ARE MORE 
FUN AND NO COCKY ATTITUDES. 
CLUB SANDWICH? -P.N.F.P. · 
Nancy - Send me a California tan! 
U .N .H. misses you, so do I. See you 
this summer! Love, Peanut Eater #2. 
HEYMON! Sat.April 28th. Clleckout 
a jam-min' time outdoors at AGR with 
"SA YLYN". Food, beverag~ (food and 
beer), and T-shirts available. For more 
info or tickets stop by AGR or call 868-
9859 
Corne and "Meet the Abortion 
Providers" on Monday, 4/23 7-9 pm 
in Horton rm. 4. Sponsored by L.I.F.E. 
To my dear roomie- FFFFTTT!! 
FFFFTTIT!! rowwwrrrr. Love, L 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KRISTY!!" YOU 
· ARENOWPAST ANYOFTHEGOOD 
BIRTHDAYS AND FROM NOW ON, 
YOU'LL JUST BE GETTING OLDER 
AND OLDER AND LIFE WILL BE 
PASSING YOU_BY. JUST KIDDING. 
HAPPY22NDANYWAY YOU ARE 
ALLOWED TO EAT ALL THE BAD' 
FOOD TODAY YOU WANT. · 
NANC - I iniss you! Be sure to live iJ 
up these last few weeks. Enjoy your 
surprise! · Love you - Lea 
HeyGiI'i . 
Can't wait to see you so we can eat 
;'salts" & "sweets" and play Cribbage! 
MISS_'.)'OU Kelley 
PRE\fiEW: Sat. morning: .. s~ill dazed 
from the brutal loss, the hopelessly 
pathetic staff of TNH licks their 
wounds ... cringing with remorse for 
ever having challenged the 
unquestionable domtnance of the 






Mr. Levin ... How's thE::; sled dog doi.Ii' 
anyway? This shit's getting old .. .l'm 
just not feeling creative ... 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHAUNA 
MOLAN. NO MORE FIRE ESCAPES 
OR YOU WON'T REACH THE NEXT 
ONE. NO MORE PERSONALS? -
HA! _HA! 
WHY WASTE VALUABLE CASH 
GOING TO JAMAICA? Party 
outdoors at AGR on Sat. April 28th 
between 1 and 5 pm, and get a taste of 
Jamaica in Durham. Reggae band 
SAYLYN's last performance! RAIN 
OR SHINE! For more info or tickets 
stop by AGR or call 868-98,59. 
When I think of the student senate, I 
just laugh. Bozos. Ha Ha Ha. ho. 
POOK. 
"THANKS" 
IT'S ME AND YOU KID, NO 
TURNING BACK. YOUR THE BEST! 
HAPPY ANI. LLOVEYU. LISE 
The New Hampshire Softball Roster: 
Laura Dearne - Pitcher (everyone's 
bound to score) 
Bob Durling - catcher (He's used to 
Sean: We are in reverent awe. One 
question-were the stairs as good a 
prop for your slinky as they were for 
your study break? 
ADOPTION: Areyouinneedofhelp? 
We are too. Young, happily married 
professional couple is eager to become 
Mom & Dad. We offer a baby love, 
happiness, security .& much more .. 
Please call Jay and JoAnne collect 
anytime at (802) 235-2312. 
BOB MARLEY LIVE! Just kidding!!! 
But you can see SA YL YN LIVE. At 
AGR on Sat April 28th 1-5pm. Watch 
them in their last performance, bask in 
the sun, eat, drink and buy a nice T-
shirt. For more details or tickets stop 
by AGR or call 868-9859 
Senate Frank- Please be careful about having balls in his hands) 
h . h . th h d 'th th Terri Danisevich- Right Field (Wro
ng w o you srnas m e ea W! e 
CALM DOWN FOLKS. 
. profession) 
ball this year. How about aiming for . Kim Armstrong- SHORT-stop 
. Wally!!!! Thanks a lot. Terri Joanne Marino - SHORTer-stop 
LINDA'S TRUCKING WAS A JOKE. 
•Adoption• . 10to1 :Morepe0pleatt~ndtheSenate- J.-O.-K.-E. HA, HA, HA, HA, HA, C'(NDE- HAPPY 22ND! Aren't you 
Happy, financially secure woman New H~riipshire, Softball game than . _ HA, HA, HA. SHEESH! · getting old! We love you. Your 
eager tq share undivided love of life .: ~ead Laph~. · · ·: : _ · , :. · .~ .. : ·, · ~:_. )~.-- .~ roomies, Kim + Sue .. 
with a child. Your wishes matter. · . · - ., , , .. _. ·-. , ~ -,. : •. · •. , , . , _ - _, . ~I<ille_r~_Hal;'.,X.2lst Birthd.ay!!! We will 
Gail Robertson - SHORTest-stop 
. Eileen Malloy - OU:t in Left Field (Foul 
Pole). 
M~c Mamigonian - "Mascot". ·· 
Gus - Interim Coach. 
ADOPTION: Educated farm couple _ 
offers your baby love, stability, 
wonderful life. Expenses paid. Call. 
collect Susan and Alan 802,592~3384 
CP- You·are my dream -YS 
Arny· Babson - Congrats on Boston 
Marathon 1990! We're really proud of 
you. Great Job! Love, Pam & Gretchen 
TAW -Happy Birthd,ay! Get psyched 
for the weekend andrem~ber "you're 
lucky"-(B~t you can't wait to se~ what 
you're getting)! Love, GLV 
Attn Pikes: House Meeting. 
9pm MONDAY H.S. 
General Elections 
CASWELL AND DONSTER THE 
MONSTER- Geeze ... it took you guys 
long enough to grow up! Lets go drink 
likef~sh ... oh, and HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TO BO_TH OF YOU!! See you Sunday 
night. -Rebel L. 
Senior week- Garn bake, Senior Picnic, 
Cruise, Durham Crawl and mo_re- Buy 
your tickets now. MUB ticket office. 
Terri and Kathy - How does it feel 
not to be needed? · · 
Peanut butter -
Have an awesome weekend:- Be good 
- mom -will be watching -, Dori' t miss 
me too m:u~. -Love, Jelly_ . 
Hey John. · How does it feel to bep big 
Butthead? Jerk. You have never and 
will ney~r ever pe.needed. People,will 
' ignore you·. ~d hate you. So I am 
happy for that anyway. And people 
will._sadly mutter, "Uh. Where -are 
Terri and Kathy? I miss them 59 much 
Iamstartingtocry. Givemeakleenex." · 
Jenn-This is whatlgot:nomoney,.a 
$3.50 h$' cqt,-time, a $130.00 tennis . 
raq~et,, Fugazi, time, a good face day 
four of seven days, time to spare, _a 
phone, half as many socks as I started 
with, no tee-sl)irts, tillle, ~ an.s"Y~tjng 
mach.ine, µme - DJ Bobby P. ,_, ; 
Student Senate: May on~ de~~ying 
dQnkey .car.cass be your las~ supper! 
May the ~thing larva~ from thest99.l A 
of;LO . tµbercular elepha~ts entangle 
them~elves.in your leg-hair! May 100 
sex-crazedwa:rthogs find your.sisters' 
buttocks appealing! Anguish will be 
thine, foul secretions ,. froµ1 1,Q00 
weeping lesions! fylay lQ,000 ancie.nt 
hyenas defile you with their swoUen 
gums! May your offspring be 
inundated with the ranq.d droppings 
ofrno,ooomange-ridden wildebeests! 
May the sweat of l,000,000 pygmy 
baboons- issue forth from -your 
blistered nostrils! 
There.'s nothing mor~ helpless than a 
man in the throes of a two-day ether 
binge. · · · · 
Stu-_. Week .after week I try 
desperately to tell you how 1 feel. 
Stu, you're freakin' · swe.et .. 
Mmmr.naaa. 
-0:Wouftfyou 
. a~ .-t:o pu-t: in . 
a personaf_or 
a . cfassifi--ed ? 




or call 862-1.32.3 
Brett Peterman 
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0-, MONEY .BACK 
I 
. I · I 
: PHONE. I· 
: . ., I 
12:30, 2:05, 3:40, 5:15, 6:50 . 
. . 'Waft 'Disney's -. . . 
The·Little Mennai4 
· War ·of the Roses 
Michael Douglas Kathleen Turner 
12:45, 2:30, 4:40, 7:00, 9:15 
I soc. SECURITY. I 
Approval obsolutely I · I 
Quaran teed ~Hurry · .. lilt I _____ __ , -:- I 
look who's talking 
John Travolta . Kirstie Alie 
out this card loday .. 1 SIGNATURE . · · I 
VOUrc redlt cardsa_rftwa ,t rngl L- I ,11,,:n, hi·lb113·i'IU·i ihhfii . ·, . 
NEWMARKET STORAGE 
"Store Your Stuff With .Us" 
Mini-Bins, outside and inside 
vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH · 
SUMMER STORAGE 
~ AVAILABLE . 
· 133 Ex.eter Rd. ~ 
Newmarket, NH . 
603 659-7959 
p • 
HIRING Men • Women . Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
TOUR · GUIDES, RECREATION 
PERSONNEL. Excellent PAY. plus 
FREE travel. CaribtMtan, - Hawaii, 
Bahamas. South Pacific, M'exaco. 




_Earn ~'\ : . + 
·ttv::.,/'·· 
. Have fun working. 
with College Pro 
Paint~rs, America's 
largest painting . 
company. 









l :00, 3:55,. 6:30, 9:00 Tom Cruise 
BORN ON THE . FOURTH 
OF JULY 
Ply!nouth ~State College 
Plymouth, Ne\V Hampshire_:'. 0 ... -,. 
()-.. (& 
•, ,/,,,,) Graduate and Undergraduate Credit and Non~~redit ,cou~ses . 
-- r-* -. (1)_ e\~,,· in Archaeology, Art, Business,-Computer Education, Computer . 
E
, · ' Science, Eco.nomics, Education, English, Geograp~y ~ Histofy~ · , : · _ 
-. ~ . ~ 
~~ Interdisciplinary Studfes, Math, Music, Na,tural -Science,.,,·,:"- ... : .. 
·.E· .·· (") . ·· Philosophy, Physical Education, Political ScienCe; Pl;ycho!Ogy ;, . • ' ·· 
~ . . . . ·and Sociology... . -· .·.•. 
,,::J (~ ' ·. . 
·cJa 
•· V • • I 
·j or m~re i~formciii~n call th~ 'ofttce of Continuing,Ed~<,:~ri6n .. 1~ • 
(603) 536}000 x2227 .,-.. __ 
Session: I _ . Session: II 
•.· -~ '.•,. , .M~y 2(June)5> , 'June ·t8-Aogust IO 
?.'nr.;°{'~G'•_· r t.-::YH'.,.,..::-,~':Hil(h r~~[1'':-,;Y•,~-•-f'7 ~:- ·d,· -~ .. _w/ ;;.J..:_.._r- ... :• _ ·-~ ✓~ ...... ~ -· ..... ,- ..... _-.. ..... 
, ,. 'J .... I . ..,. • 
',, f, I W' , 
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Scoreboard 
Women's Lacrosse (7-1) Baseball (4-10) NAC 1-5 
Name G Go A 
Brickley 8 22 12 
Haytayan 8 14 9 
Hill 8 16 5 
McLoughlin 8 9 4 
Coppola 8 9 3 
Bellows 8 5 7 
Geromini 8 · 6 0 
Clark 8 5 0 
Coyne 8 1 1 
Samph 8 1 2 
Hare 5 1 0 
O'Connor 8 0 1 
UNH 8 89 44 
OPP 8 39 16 
Goaltending G Mins Svs · 
Hansen 8 347 64 
Danieli 4 53 4 
· UNH 8 400 68 
OPP 8 400 87 
Score by Periods 
UNH 45-44 = 89 
OPP 16-23 = 39 
Remaining Schedule 
at Penn State Apr 21 (11:00) 
at Temple April 23 (3:00) 
at Hofstra April 29 (1:00) 
at Vermont May 1 (3:30) 
















Sv% GO GAA 
.674 31 4.5 
.333 8 7.5 
.636 39 4.9 
.494 89 11.1 
UNHResults 
UNH 4, Yale 2 
UNH 17, Drexel 6 
UNH 14, Villanova 5 
Harvard 8, UNH 6 
UNH 10,JMU 4 
UNH 11, ~C4 
UNH 15 , UMass 4 
UNH -12 , Brown 6 
UNH 15 , Dart 7* 
*Statistics do not 
include Dartmouth 
game. 








Vetrano · 8 
Pflug 8 
Arrjx 8 

























































1 / 1-0-1 
1, 16-9-25 
1 0-1-1 

















Name BA G AB 
Sweet .500 4 6 
Stewart .370 14 54 
Ashley .348 7 23 
Rigazio .310 13 42 
Neary .300 14 50 
Elmore .297 12 37 
Hamilton .295 13 44 
Lees . . 250 6 8 
Batch .235 5 1 7 
, Keefe .167 6 6 
Carpent .167 8 12 
Garzone .154 14 52 
Zraket .118 10 17 
Shumway .111 10 18 
Babyak .111 7 9 
Martins .103 12 29 
Schott .000 3 0 
O'Flynn .000 3 4 
Stevens .000 1 0 
Beckett .000 1 0 
Smith .000 4 7 
UNH .248 14 435 
OPP .309 14 411 
Pitching Statistics 
Name ERA . G Rec 
Sweet 1.93 2 0-0 
Gilmore 2.61 2 1-0 
Schott 4.08- 5 1-2 
Carpent 4.94 5 1-3 
Shumway 5.40 3 0-0 
Stevens 7 .63 4 0-3 
Smith 8.03 2 1-1 
O'Flynn 18.00 3 0-0 
Muthers19.64 3 0-0 
Aronson 24.00 · 3 · 0-1 
UNH 6.79 14 4-10 
OPP 3.82 14 10-4 
UNH Results 
UNH 11, Delaware 10 
UNH 15, Ohio State 6 
Rutgers 15, UNH 4 
UNH 21, Holy Cross 11 
UNH 15, Villanova 10 
UMass 20, UNH 15-
UNH 16, BC 11 
St John's 15,UNH 14 (OT) 
Remaining Games 
Y~E Apr 21 (1 p.m.) 
· at Brown Apr 25 (3 p.m.) 
PC April 28 (2 p.m.) 
HARV ARD May 2 (3 p.m.) 
at Vermont May 5 (1 p.m.) 











480 - 98 , 120 - .550 14.99 12.24 
Extra Player Efficency 
UNH 17-54 .315 
OPP 14-46 .304 
480 111 133 .545 16.61 13.86 
Score by Periods 
UNH 28-27-24-32 
OPP 25-29-21-22 
Team Statistics UNH OPP 
Shots: 359 338 



















































































































































































































Pace 7, UNH 3 
Pace 6, UNH 1 
UNH 9, SUNY 4 
UNH 14, Yalel 
UNH 4, Yale 3 
C. Conn 3, UNH 2* 
C.Conn 1, UNH O* 
UNH 9, C.Conn 5* 
Merr6, UNH4 
UMass 9, UNH 4 
UMass 5, UNH 1 
Maine 12, UNH 2* 
Maine 11, UNH 5* 
Maine 13, UNH 2* 
* NAC ames 
Schott L 













Quote of the Week 
'~t the time, in the near 
-misses I was involved in-
roll of the puck, too many 
men on the ice- it was 
devastating. Bul since, 
I've seen so many [ expletive] 
stiffs win the Cup, that's 
taken some of the emptiness 
away. The fact that you 
were there, that you played 
hard for it, that's a thrill in 
itself. Sure, I would have 
liked to hav·e been a part of 
it - but I've got a lot of good 
company." - Mike Milbury on 
not winning the Stanley Cup 
THE NEW 
UN■ Bl~Eiinm lea~ taE~s 
I li■;ii' fdllili i i ■i~~i~m§ 
•.-:..:-::·:-..:-:::<•·:::·:·.·.::-::<:: 
dom:in_antly into the Eastern The UNH Cyding team continuously proves to be one of the best. · 
collegiate , 
. UNH squa.d heads into Eastems with confidence. (photo Dean Elder) 
Men's lax to face unbeaten 
Yale in home opener -
UNH to host number two team.in the 
country th,is Saturday at Cowell 
By Don Taylor 
The UNHmen'slacrosseteam 'Cats sophomore attacker 
will face the number two team in John McConaghy said they have 
the country this Saturday. The Yale to play four quarters of good, smart 
Bulldogs, 12-0 after demolishing lacrosse, something the Wildcats 
Army last Wednesday, will travel have yet to be this season. "We 
to Cowell stadium to play UNH at play a good quarter or half," said 
1 pm. Yale will be the highest Mcconaghy. "But we haven't put 
ranked team ever to play here in together four real strong quarters 
Durham. At their last meeting in this year." 
New Haven, the Wildcats won 6- Thefactthatthegameisbeing 
5, in a tough game dominated by played here this year is an advan-
defense. tage for UNH, as Yale will have to 
"Its going to be a great game/' •getup early for .the four hour bus 
said Head Coach Ted Garber. ridefromNewHaventoDurham. 
"Yale is a very disciplined team Garber and the rest of the team 
and we're going to have to play hope for another advantage; a big 
that way." noisy crowd. 
Yale's potent scoring attack is Will the team be nervous 
spread out among their whole playing Yale in their first game at 
team. Their top two scorers are home? Garber mentioned the 
Jason O'Neill with 16 goals and 46 possibility, but Vetrano said the 
assists for 62 points, and Jon Reese 'Cats will be anything but nerv-
at 54-10-64. Reese netted 10 goals ous. "We've already played eight 
in the Bulldog's win over Army. games and we're just getting fo-
Junior defender Bruce cused on Yale," said Vetrano. "I 
MacDonald will draw the tough don'tthinkthejitterswillbethere." 
assignment of guarding Reese this Goaltending will be crucial in 
Saturday. UNH Junior attacker Saturday's game. Yale's Tony 
Tim Vetrano said that while Reese Guido is having an excellent sea-
will be tough to cover, the 'Cats son with a .703 save percentage 
can't lose sight of the rest of the while allowing 7.75 goals per 
Yale squad. ''There'snoonestand- game. 
out on their team," said Vetrano. Either Stowe Milhouse or 
"They're all solid." 
Brian Vona will have to play an -
outstanding game in net for UNH, 
as the Bulldogs have out scored 
theiropponents 199-107 so far this 
season. 
No team has been able to stop 
Yale yet and Vetrano expects them 
to get their chances. "We have to 
keep their good chances down to a 
minimum," said Vetrano. 
Perhaps more importantly, 
the 'Cats have to score when given 
the opportunity. "Wehavetocapi-
talize on their mistakes,'' said 
McConaghy. 
Controlling the ball and 
tempo of the game will be impor-
tant, said Garber. "Dave Pflug, our 
faceoff man has to have a good 
· game," said the UNB coach. 
Vetrano agreed, "Yale likes to run 
and we have to control that." 
A win over the Bulldogs 
would not only be an emotional 
victory but would also greatly help 
the 'Cat's playoff chances. Should 
UNH lose, nationally ranked 
Brown and Harvard are still ahead 
to boost the 'Cat's chances for post 
season play. 
''The loss at St. Johns hurt 
us," s~id Vetrano. "But we can get 
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Carpentier, Stevens face · 
off against Lowell Chiefs 
By Douglas Poole 
· TheUNH baseball team runs. Rigazio singled in Tony 
split their home opening double Martins and Sean Hamilton. One 
header 6-2, 0-4 yesterday as they out later, Sweet doubled in two 
faced the Lowell Chiefs at Cowell runs and Jim Neary doubled in 
Stadium. They took the first game Sweet. The 'Cats added another 
behind the arm of Rob Carpentier in the sixth after Chief's pitcher 
(2-3) and the bats of the Rigazio . Dave Beltglia (4-2) easily retired 
and Dan Sweet. the first two UNH batters. Ri-
Carpentier held the Chiefs to gazio and Dave Stewart hit back 
just two hits in the first game, and to back singles to set the stage for 
only allowing the first in the fifth · Sweet.SweetdroveinRigaziowith 
inning. The Chiefs took advan- a double and was then replaced 
tage of an error by Mike Smith in for a pinch runner, Andy Shu-
the sixth inning to score two runs, m way. Neary was i nte~tionally 
both unearned. Carpentier kept walked and Brett Elmore 
the hitters off balance with his fast grounded out. . 
ball and change ups. Most Lowell Everything the 'Cats did in 
hitters were ahead of. the pitch, the opener turrted out sour iri the 
causing infield grounders and second game. UNH was stymied 
weak pop ups. · for only two hits, by Lowell's Jim 
Rigazio went three for four, Wohler (2-0). UNH was led by Jim 
with two singles, a double, two Stevens (0-3) on the mound, who 
RBIs and two runs scored. The allowed only five hits throughout 
'Cats did the most damage in the the seven innings of play. · 
· second, in which the~ tallied five , Steven's only rough inning 
,. . 
~:iik¥Ali:: -.-:-:•=•: :-:-:-;-::;-;:;:;:;:•=:.:.::::;:::_:;:;. . :tttr::i:::~:=·? .......... ::::=:=:::: . . • ___ .·.·-·.--·- =::•:;::=:=:::=·=·=· .--
Hard work, consistent batting, and determination have led the UNH baseball players to a 1>r<>miisi1112 
start this spring. (photo Don Carlson) 
was the third, in which the Chiefs 
scoredlheirtwoearnedruns. With 
two outs, Lowell's Dan Barros 
singled and was followed by Steve 
Lane's walk. Chief Peter Feeley 
singled to clear the bases and with 
Feeley at first, Steve Talbot 
grounded out to end the inning. 
The only threat by UNH came 
in the fourth as Wohler lead off the 
inning with two consecutive balls. 
Witha2-0countElmoreattempted 
a sacrifice. Wohler threw to third 
in time to get the force of Neary. 
Hamilton followed with an infield 
fly. Carpentier then pinched hit 
for Mike Smith and walked to load 
the bases. Tony Martins lined out 
to right field to end the inning. 
Coach Conner noted that it is 
nice to finally be home and added 
that it is also nice to win. The pitch-
ers pitc11,ed well, said Conners but 
they hurt themselves with errors 
and wild pitches. Although 
pleased with his team's effort, he 
gives them credit for working hard 
f9r the win. 
~women's lacrosse team 
pummels Brown 12-6 
Haytayan, Brickley, Hill lead Lady 
· 'Cats upward in National rankings 
By Julie Leonhardt · 
Last Tuesday, amidst alter-
nating drizzle and rain, the UNH 
.. women's lacrosse team increased 
their winning streak to four 
straight, by defeating Brown Uni-
versity by a 12-6 margin. UNH 
entered the game ranked ninth in 
the latest Brine IWLCA Poll, while 
Brown was ranked in the 12th 
position. 
The Wildcats· came out roar-
ing and psyched to play, resulting 
in a first minute goal by Anna Hill. 
After this, UNH continued their 
rush towards the net by scoring 
three more unanswered goals, one 
by Hill and two by Diane 
Mcloughlin; 
"We were very excited to 
play," said junior defender Ch-
eryl Bergeron. "Marge [Andersen] 
built them up to be very tough 
because we had to win that game. 
We have four games to win to be 
second in the region and now 
we've won three of them." 
The Wildcat scoring frenzy 
continued throughout the game 
with Brown only netting a few 
here and there. UNH totaled 31 
shots, overpowering Brown's 13. 
Leading Wildcat scorers were 
Alita Haytayan and Liz Brickley 
who each scored three goals. Hill 
and Mcloughlin each netted two. 
Other scorers were freshman 
Laura Clark and Khrise Bellows 
each with one. 
"Attack has become ex-
tremely well rounded," com-
mented Coach Andersen on the 
success of her offensive squad this 
season. 
The defense also did their part 
by never allowing the Brown·of-
fense to establish momentum in 
their favor. 
"We came up with ~ lot of 
good checks and some really good 
double teams," said Bergeron. 
Christa Hanson had another 
strong performance in goal, bring-
ing her goals against average to 
4.5. 
"Our defense has been very 
impressive holding other team's. 
leading scorers to minimal oppor-
tunities a~d in taking opponents 
out of their game," commented 
Coach Andersen. 
According to Andersen the 
overall reason why the Lady 'Cats 
keep posting wins, is simply "team 
unity and experience". So far, the 
indications are that these two fac-
tors are taking this tE:?am to the top 
of women's lax, for a record of 7-
1 is certainly impressive, and defi-
nitely not a fluke. 
Weekend .Sports Watch: 
*Men's lacrosse vs. Yale Saturday at 1 pm, Cowell stadium 
*Men'-s track at Dartmouth Saturday at 11am 
*Baseball vs. Northeastern Saturday at 1 pm at home 
*Golf vs. Boston College at New Seabury C.C., Cape Cod 
